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GENERAL INTRODUCTION 

About 30 years ago, aromatic polyimides (Pis) were invented during a 

healed space race between U.S.S.R and U.S.A. In Japan at present, they are 

mainly used as an electric insulator by taking advantage of excellent 

thermal stability. Recently, many investigators are interesting in photo and 

electron beam resists._ 2 and low dielectric constant" in Pis. A large number 

of data for chemical and physical heat resistances, mechanical properties, 

and kinetics of polycondensalion and thermal imidizalion of polyimide 

precursors have been accumulated to obtain aerospace materials by several 

research groups ... _., AI though the overall studies on Pis in Japan is inferior 

to those of U.S.A. and U.S.S.R., several researchers in Japan studied the 

relationship between chemical structures and expansion coefficients7 and 

the improvement of thermal stability by modifying chemical structure of 

Pis." 

As known well, since aromatic polyimides are generally infusible and 

insoluble to common organic solvents, they are synthesized by thermal or 

chemical cyclodehydralion of soluble prepolymer, poly(amic acid)(P/111). 4
-

0 

Manufacturing of PAlls such as uni"· 10 or biaxial stretching11 makes possible 

to control physical properties of Pis because most of rigid aromatic Pis are 

brittle so that it is difficult to stretch such PI films. Therefore it is very 

important to know not only physical properties of final Pis but also those 

of PAlls and imidization process. At present, there are important problems 

for PAlls. The first is about non-equilibrium nature in final Pis which 

changes due to the condition of thermal imidization of PAAs. 12 The second is 

the influence of amide exchange reaction between PAlls in solulion"''14 and 

during thermal imidizalion. 11
' The third is about the miscibility"'· 17 of a PAll 

with other PAll (charac teriza lion and theory) although it remains in so I ved 

even in simpler systems such as vinyl po lymers, 16 and the last is the problem 

on liquid crystalline (LC) PIIAs. 10 

However Pis prepared from PAlls have a limit that a block of PI can not be 

formed by molding because residual solvents (e.g., DM/\c) connected by 

hydrogen bonding20 with P/111 and water generated by imidizalion remain in 

the system. Thermoplastic Pis such as LIIRC-TPI and ULTEM are allowed to 

produce PI blocks by compression molding of PI powders. 21 Therefore the 

studies on PAlls become important only in film state less than 100 p. m thick. 

One of the problems in fully cured Pis is concerned with intra and 

intermolecular charge-transfer complex (CTC). 22
'
23 It is necessary to 

explore the CTC in Pis for the mechanisms of photoconductivity. 24 Several 
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workers dealing with aromatic Pis accept that color of Pis is due to either 

intra or intermolecular CTC or both. 2
" -

27 Also if intermolecular CTC 

presents in Pis, it may play a role as a physical crosslinking points. 26 

It appears that solution of the problems mentioned above for PAAs and Pis 

is closely related to the control of molecular aggregation of final Pis. Then 

the author's concern was first focused to the characterization of molecular 

aggregation of Pis. AI though for the studies on the molecular aggregation 

of Pis wi de-angle x-ray diffraction (WAXDJ20
-

3 2 has been so far used, it may 

be not so suitable to Pis because the most of Pis prepared from isotropic 

.. PAA are amorphous. Small-angle x-ray scattering <SAXS)33
-

3
" which can 

observe middle-range order is rather suitable than WAXD. The presence of 

the LC like ordered structure was observed by SAXS. 33 

In principle, photoluminescence and photoreactive probe method, which has 

been mainly developed in the fields of biochemistry, are sui table to observe 

microstructures in solid polymers. Several photo-probes were used for 

observation of molecular motions of polymer chains and microstructures 

including molecular packing, short-range order, polymer-polymer miscibility 

and free volume distribution in solid polymers. 36
'
37 For examples, twisted 

intramolecular CT (T!CT)36 and molecular rotor30
'
40 are sensitive to local 

viscosity and the dimension of free volume in a surrounding medium. 

Hydrophobic probes such as DNS and TNS is useful for detection of the 

change in hydrophobicity. 41 Since energy transfer systems such as 

naphthalene-anthracene provide information on the distance between 

different probes, it can be used to evaluate the miscibility of polymer 

blends. 42 So excimer probes such as dipyrenyl propane are sensitive to local 

viscosity, 43 they are used for monitoring the bulk polymerization and 

crosslinking reaction (for example, in epoxy resins) . Molecular motions of 

polymer chains with long relaxation lime can be examined using 

phosphorescence probes such as benzophenone, 44 which is used as a 

photoreactive probe. 4
" Free volume distribution is studied using 

photoisomerization in photochromic molecules such as azo compounds. 46 The 

cure process in epoxy resins are monitored by using as a hardner a 

fluorescent azo compound. 47 These probes are called as "external probe". 

The works using "internal" probes (intrinsic chromophores in polymer units) 

on molecular aggregation in solid polymers are not many. For examples, 

molecular aggregation of polystyrene (PS), 48 

Poly(e thylene-2,6-naph thalenedicarboxyla te) (2,6-PEN), .... poI y(p-xylylene) 

(PPX), 80 poly(ethylene terephthalate) (Pl'.T),81 thermotropic LC poly(ethylene 

tereph thalate-co-hydoxybenzoate)(X-70)"2 and polymer-po Jymer miscibility 

of blends of poly(vinyl naphthalene) (PVNp) with other vinyl polymers was 

2 
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examined.'"' Although in lerna I probe me lhod can not be app I ied to various 

polymer materials unlike external probe method, it has several advantages 

as follows. First, there is no deterioration due to introduction of external 

probes and no apprehension that the environment surrounding an external 

probe may be different from that of neal polymers. Second, unexpected 

aggregation and evaporation as for free probes are avoidable, and third, it 

is especially useful when suitable external probe can not be nominated due 

to the intrinsic strong electronic absorption. However only one 

disadvantage in the internal probe method is lhal luminescences from an 

.aimed polymer have lo be assigned and characterized before use, which 

requires a great effort. Electronic conjugation between chromophores in 

polymer chains makes it difficult. Accordingly, the application of the method 

has significant meaning when the aimed polymers are of high performance as 

in the case of aromatic Pis for example. 

The purposes of this thesis is to assign and characterize the luminescence 

of aromatic Pis first and then to apply it lo the examination of molecular 

aggregation of Pis. 

In chapter 1, the natures of fluorescence in Pis and the characterization 

of higher-order structure by using the fluorescence are discussed. In 

section 1.1 fluorescences in a series of aromatic Pis are assigned and the 

effects of heat treatment and uniaxial orientation on PI's luminescence are 

studied. In section 1.2 emission mechanism and the intermolecular 

interaction in PI are discussed from absorption and emission spectra. 

Excitation energy transfer behavior is closely related to the increase in 

the fluorescence intensity. 

In chapter 2 reactions of PAAs in solution and solid state are discussed. 

The intrinsic photoluminescence in a PI is used for monitoring of molecular 

packing during isothermal imidi zatio n in section 2.1. The relation between 

reaction rates and chain rigidity increasing during the reaction, and 

non-equilibrium state are discussed. In section 2.2 the presence of amide 

exchange reaction in PAA solution is elucidated. This study was carried out 

to support the result in chapter 3 where physical blends of Pis are 

concerned with. 

In chapter 3 the miscibility of rigid PI/PI blends is evaluated with the 

intrinsic luminescence of a PI. This method is compared with common 

techniques for the evaluation of miscibility, and the availability of 

fluorescence technique is discussed. 

This work was carried out as a graduate-course study at Research Center 

for Advanced Science and Technology of the University of Tokyo. 
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CHAPTER 1 

MOLECULAR AGGREGATION AND FLUORESCENCE SPECTRA OF 

AROMATIC POLYIMIDES. 

1.1 Molecular Aggregation of Aromatic Polyimides Studied 

with Intermolecular Charge-Transfer Fluorescence. 

INTRODUCTION 

A large number of data for the thermal, mechanical and electrical 

properties of aromatic Pis have been accumulated by many research groups 

for the past 20 years. 1
-

3 Their excellent physical properties are correlated 

with not only the rigidity of the main chains but also strong intermolecular 

interaction caused by the stacking of aromatic rings. The PI films having 

excellent mechanical properties were prepared by the molecular orientation 

and sufficient heat treatment ...... 

AI though the microscopic structures in Pis have been so far observed by 

using WAXD"-" and SAXS10
-

12
, these method are limited to elucidation of 

crystalline structure and middle range-ordered structure, respectively. 

Fluorescence spectroscopy is known to be very useful in the investigation 

of the microstructures and molecular aggregation in common solid 

polymers. 13
·-

1
" Since strong absorption of Pis in the range from u.v. to vis 

makes difficult to introduce an external probe, the intrinsic emissions of 

Pis were examined. 

The objective of this section is to assign the emissions of aromatic Pis and 

to examine the relation between the aggregation structures and the 

fluorescence spectra from the changes in the emission and excitation spectra 

of Pis by heat treatment and orientation. 

Pyromelli lie 

d ianhyd ride<BTDA), 

EXPERIMENTAL 

dianhydride(PMDA), ben zophenone le tracarboxyl ic 

biphenyl tetracarboxylic dianhydride <BPDA), 

p-phenylenediamine<PDA> and 4,4'-oxydianiline(ODA) were recrystallized from 

a 
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dioxane, acetic anhydride, ethyl acetate, and methanol -tetrahydrofran 

mixture, respectively, and then vacuum dried. The precursors of Pis, 

poly(amic acid)s <PAAs), were prepared by adding a stoichiometric amount of 

dianhydride powder to the N,N-dimethylacetamide (DMAc) solution of diamine 

with continuous stirring in a nitrogen atmosphere.' 7 DMAc used was first 

dried with molecular sieves(4A) and then distilled. A viscous yellow PAA 

solution (10 wt:Y.) was obtained afler several hours. PAA(BPDA/PDA) composed 

of biphenyl tetracarboxylic dianhydride <BPDA) and PDA and PAA<BPDA/ODA) 

composed of BPDA and ODA were sup pi ied by Ube Industries Ltd. 

The weight-average molecular weight (M,.) of PAAs was determined by 

light-scattering method . 

PAA films were prepared by casting onto a glass plate, followed by drying 

at 60 "C in vacuum for 24 h. Imidization of PAA films was carried out 

thermally at determined temperatures in a vacuum oven to obtain 3G-50 p m 

thick films. 

The emission and excitation spectra, and u.v.-vis absorption spectra of Pis 

were measured at room temperature using a fluorescence spectrophotometer 

<Hitachi, model 850) and a u.v.-vis spectrophotometer (Jasco, model 

UVIDEC-660), respectively. The excitation and emission spectra were recorded 

without the correction for incident lamp intensity and the sensitivity of 

detector at each wavelength, respectively. The samples were excited at 

various wavelengths in a Iron t-face arrangement to minimize self-absorption. 

The band passes are 5 nm for both the exci tali on and emission 

monochromators, respectively. The progress of thermal imidization was 

observed using an i.r.spcctrophotometer (Jasco, model IR-G). The degree of 

molecular packing of PHBTDA/ODA) was estimated by differential scanning 

calorimetry <DSC) (DuPont, model 990). 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The assignment of the emission spectra for PI films 

The emission spectra of several commercial PI films and their chemical 

structures are shown in Figure 1.1-1. There are four characteristic features 

in these spectra. First, the emission peaks appear in a considerably longer 

wavelength region than those of common aromatic molecules. Second, they are 

broad and structureless. Third, the emission intensities as a whole are very 

weak. There is a clear tendency that the emissions are weaker for longer 

wavelengths as shown in Figure 1.1-2, a! though the intensities depend 

somewhat on thermal history. Fourth, it seems that with increasing 

7 
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electron-withdrawing ability of imide moiety and the electron-donating 

ability of diamine moiety which are estimated from the chemical structures of 

their moieties the emission spectra become red-shifted. These characteristics 

suggest that a series of spectra are due to CT interaction. In order to 

examine the fitness of the emission behavior to CT lheory, 18
-
20 a series of 

Pis were prepared as shown in Figure 1.1-3. Figure 1.1-4 (a) and (b) shows the 

emission spectra of the Pis imidized at 150 "C for 1h, 200 "C for 1h, and 250 

"C for 2h stepwise (step 250 "C ) for two systems in which the diamine 

components were fixed to PDA and ODA. 

The following relationship is anticipated in the case of a weak CTC with a 

fixed electron donor. 

h 'V CT =-E .. + c 

where h, 'V cT and E .. is Planck's cons tan l, the peak wavenumber of the CT 

absorption band and the electron affinity of electron acceptor. C is a 

constant for a series of the components used. Figure 1.1-5 shows the plot of 

E.. of dianhydrides corresponding to imide moieties vs the wavenumber of the 

emission peak in Figure 1.1-4 (a) and (b). The values of E .. in the literature 

were used.' It is reasonable to use the E .. values of dianhydrides instead of 

those of imide moieties because there is lillie difference between them for 

the ability as acceptor21 The linearity of the plots for two system <PDA and 

ODA) indicates that these emission spectra generated by 350 nm excitation 

are attributed to weak CTC. 

The fluorescence spectra and the change in mo lccular aggregation by 

annealing 

If the observed emissions of aromatic Pis is due to intermolecular CTC, the 

emissions should be sensitive to the molecular aggregation. The effects of 

annealing on the emission and excitation spectra of P[(BPDA/PDA) were 

studied. In Figure 1.1-6, the emission and excitation spectra of PHBPDA/PDA> 

imidized at step 250 "C (dashed lines) shows a broad band with a peak at 525 

nm when exci led at 350 nm. The in lensi ly of this band increases by annealing 

at 330 "C for 2 h wi lhout large shift of peak wavelength. It is to be noted 

that a new band peaking at 465 nm in the excitation spectrum appears due to 

the same annealing. The excitation at 465 nm provides an emission spectrum 

peaking at about 540 nm where a mirror image is observed . between the 

excitation and emission spectra. The new emission is slightly sharper than 

the band generated by 350 nm excitation. Since the same annealing makes 

Debye ring related to intermolecular order in WAXD pattern somewhat 

8 
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sharp20, the appearance of new excitation bands and the enhancement of the 

emission intensity by the annealing are due to the increase in the degree of 

molecular packing. From the response of the emissions by the annealing, it is 

clear that both emissions is due to not intra but intermolecular CTCs. The 

difference of the position and band width in two emissions of PICBPDA/PDII) 

may reflect the presence of two kinds of intermolecular CTCs with different 

steric structures. The author name for convenience the f'mission due to 350 

nm excitation and that due to 4G5 nm excitation as CT, and CT2, respectively. 

The same effect of annealing was also observed for Pl(BPDA/ODII) having a 

flexible ether linkage in the main chain. 

Fip;ure 1.1-7 shows plots similar to Figure 1.1-5 for CT1 and CT2 in 

PHBPDA/PDII), showing that the curve for CT2 deviates from linearity unlike 

the case of CT1. The result sur;gcsts that CT2 trends to be stronp;er CTC than 

CT,. 

The appearance of CT2 due to the annealinr, is also observed in the visible 

absorption spectrum. Fir;ure 1.1-8 shows the absorption and difference 

spectra between the annealed and not annealed samples for PI(BPDA/PD/\)(35 

JL m thick). II new band in the difference spectr·um corresponding to the 

excitation spectrum shows clearly that CT2 is a r:round state complex. 

The degree of molecular packing in PI solids can be changed not only by 

heat treatment of Pis but also by varyinr; the initial imidization temperature 

T,. The chain mobility of partially imidized PAll during heatinp; process is 

related to the molecular agr;r·eeation o.f final PI. Table 1.1-1 shows that both 

the density and T.., of PI(BPDA/PDII) and PHBPDA/ODII) increase with incr·easing 

T,. Fig. 1.1-9 (a) and (b) illustrates the relationship between the emission 

intensity and density for P](BPDA/PDII) and Pl(])PDA/0011) imid i zed under the 

conditions listed in Table 1.1-1.22 The linearity in the plots means that the 

concentration of CT sites is closely related to the der;ree of packing. The 

increase in the emission intensity for PHBPDA/PDII) is faster than for 

PHBPDA/ODII), and the increase in the dcnsi ty of Pl(])PDA/PDII) is also lareer 

than that of PIWPDA/ODII) for the same imidizalion condition. This behavior 

is consistent with the fact that the Pis havine more rigid chain trend to 

have a hir;her packinp; cocfficient. 2" 

Another example of the effect of T. is given for Kapton-type PI, 

PI(PMDA/ODII). According to the analysis with SIIXS, 10 it was suegested that 

PHPMDA/ODII) has a two-phase structure composed of ordered and 

less-ordered phases. As for Pl<BPDA/PDII) and PHBPDA/ODII), the emission 

intensity of Pl(PMDA/ODA)(ca. 50 JL m), although it is very weak, increases 

markedly with increasinr: 1\ as shown in Fig. 1.1-10, indicating that the 

intermolecular CTC are more easily formed at higher T,. More recently, 
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Wachsman and Frank24 showed that the emission intensity for PICPMDA/ODAJ 

increases with increasing cure tcmpcratur·c. In Fig 1.1-10, the decrease in 

the emission intensity for the PI imidized at 430 "C for 2 h may be due to the 

formation of some qucnchers. Since the correlation between the volume 

fraction of the ordered phase ( 1/> o> deter·mined by SAXS and the emission 

intensity could be found, it appears that the CT structure exists mainly in 

the ordered phase a! though there is no clear evidence. A small red shift in 

the emission peaks is observed in this PI with increasing T,. This behavior is 

interpreted as the formation of the more stabilized structure of the CTC due 

to high temperature curing although the possibility of multilayered 

structure2
" between CTCs can not be excluded. 

The third example of effect of T, is given for PICBTDA/ODAJ. Figure 

1.1-1l<a) shows DSC curves of the PI prepared under several condi lions. In 

the thermogram (a), the endotherm at 220 "C, the exothermic peak at about 2u0 

"C, and the endothermic peak at about 425 "C are considered to be due toT..,, 

pre-crystallization and melting, respectively. With increasing cure 

temperature, the exotherm of pre-crystallization is reduced, and T.., 

increases gradually up to about 260 "C. The exothermic peak disappears 

completely by annealing at 300 "C for 2 h. It is interesting that, in spite of 

Ii t t le difference in the exothermic peak area be tween thermor.ram (a) and (b), 

the emission intensity for condition (b) in Figure 1.1-1Hb) is lareer than for 

(a). Moreover although the PI cured under the condition (d) is more densely 

packed and more extensively crystallized compared with the case of 

condition (c), the change in the emission spectrum is not so large. These 

results indicate· that the increase in the intensity is not related to the 

crystalline fraction, but that CTC is formed in the amorphous region. 

The effects of molecular orientation on the emission and excitation spectra 

Kochi ct a!. reported that PI<BPDA/PDA) can be transformed to 

high-strength, hieh-modulus film by thermal imidization of cold drawn PAA 4
• 

In these drawn samples, uniaxial orientation proceeds during thermal 

imidization. Figure 1.1-12 demonstrates the effect of the molecular 

orientation (draw ratio<DR> of PAA; 53.6:V.) on the emission and excitation 

spectra. The emission intensity (350 nm excitation) for the isotropic PI 

increases by a factor of two due to orientation without remar·kable change in 

the excitation spectrum. Addi tiona! annealing at 330 "C for 2 h causes a 

marked change in the excitation spectrum, and CT2 emission appears. 

In Fig. l.I-13, the CT, emission intensity (350 nm excitation) increases 

linearly with DR, for PICBPDA/PDAJ both without and with annealing at 330 "C 
for 2 h (curve 2 and 4, respectively). This phenomenon corresponds to the 
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fact that PHBPDA/PDA) is easy to pack densely. The CT2 emission intensity 

normalized with respect to film thickness decreases with DR on the contrary. 

The result suggests that the formation of CT2 which is more compact than CT, 

is sterically suppressed due to uniaxial orientation of main chains. The 

presence of two different CTCs in PHBPDA/PDA) is supported from the result 

in which the emission intensities of CT, and CT2 show quite different 

behavior with respect to DR. For the case of flexible PHBPDA/ODA), the 

emission intensity (350 nm excitation) is independent of DR. This corresponds 

to the fact that the molecular packing of PHBPDA/ODA) is loose compared 

. with that of PHBPDA/PDA). 

CONCLUSION 

The emission spectra of Pis with different chemical structures were first 

measured in detail. The emission spectrum of PI is due to intermolecular CT 

interaction. Remarkable changes in the CT emission and exci tali on spectra 

for PHBPDA/PDA) and PHBPDA/ODA) are caused by annealing. This is 

attributed to the change in the degree of molecular aggregation. For 

PI<BPDA/PDA>, with increasing DR of PAA before imidization, the emission 

intensity of CT, increases but that of CT2 decreases. It was suggested that 

two kinds of CT structures exist in PHBPDA/PDA> solid and that CT2 is 

well-packed complex compared with CT,. 

The intermolecular CT emission is useful to examine the short-range 

structures and the molecular packing of aromatic Pis. 
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Table 1.1-1 The densities and T..,s of PHBPDAIPDA) and PHBPDA/ODA) 

imidized under various conditions. 

•measured by dynamic mechanical loss. 

PI (BPDA/POA) PI (BPDA/C:OA) 

Density T' Density T' I I 
Initial imidization (gjcm') (•) (g/cm') (•) 

150•, 2 hr; 200• 5 hr 1.4194 282 1.3619 
210•, 2 hr 1.4465 J28 1.3828 294 
3oo•, 2 hr 1.4608 J49 1.3869 .JOJ 
no•, 2 hr 1.4655 350 1.3884 306 

'Measured by dynamic mechanical loss. 
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Figure 1.1-1 The fluorescence spectra (300 nm excitation) for several 

commercial polyimide films and the chemical structures. 
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Figure 1.1-2 The relationship between the wavenumber at emission peak and 

the emission intensity. 
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Figure 1.1-3 The chemical structures and symbols of polyimidcs. 
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Figure 1.1-4 The fluorescence spectra (350 nm excitation) for PI films 

containing p-phenylcnediamine (a) and oxydianiline (b). 
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Figure 1.1-5 The plots of electron affinity of d ianhydride component vs 

wavenumber at emission peak. 
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Figure 1.1-fi Effects of annealing at 330 "C for 2 h on the fluorescence and 

excitation spectra of PHBPDA/PDA). 

The exci ta tion(a) and emission spectra(350 nm excita tion(b) 

of the PI wi lhout annealing. 

The excitalion(c) and emission spectraC350 nm excitation)(c) 

and (465 nm excitation)(e) of the annealed PI. 
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wavenumber at exci ta lion peak of CTa and emission peak of 

CT. and CTa for PI containing PDA. 
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Figure 1.1-8 The absorption spectra of PI<BPDA/PDA) annealed (a) and 

without anneaking (b) and difference absorption spectrum (c). 
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Figure 1.1-10 The changes in the excitation and emission spectra of 

PICPMDA/ODA) with the increase in imidization temperature. 

(1) 90 'C 3.5 h, 150 'C 8 h, 190 'C 4 h, 240 'C 5 h stepwise. 

(2) 250 'C 12 h (3) 350 'C 12 h (4) 430 'C 2 h 
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Figure l.I-ll(A) DSC thermograms of PI(BTDA/ODA) with different cure 

temperature. 

(B) The changes in the excitation and emission spectra of 

PHBTDA/ODAl with the increase in cure temperature. 

(a) 110 "C I h, I40 "C I h, I70 "C 24 h stepwise. 

(b) (a)+2IO "C 7 h (c) (a)+225 "C 2 h (d) (a)+300 "C 2 h 
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Figure 1.1-12 The effects of molecular orientation on the 

excitation and fluorescence spectra of PI<BPDA/PDA). 

solid line; DR=54X, broken line; DR=OY.. 
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Figure 1.1-13 Relationships between lhe emission intensity and DR for PAAs. 

(1) PHBPDA/ODA> without annealing (350 nm excitation) 

(2) PHBPDA/PDA> without annealing (350 nm excitation) 

(3) PI<BPDA/PDA> with annealing (350 nm excitation) 

(4) PHBPDA/PDA) with annealing (465 nm excitation) 



1.2 Electronic Spectra of the model compounds of Polyimide 

and Excitation Energy Transfer in Solid Polyimide. 

INTRODUCTION 

In section 1.1, It was found that aromatic polyimides emit intermolecular 

CT fluorescence which reflects sensitively degree of molecular aggregation 

of PI chains. As will be discussed in section 2.1 and 3, the CT fluorescence is 

also useful for monitoring the thermal imidization and evaluation for 

miscibility of PI/PI blends. Although this method is suitable to estimate the 

molecular packing of PI chains qualitatively, further studies are required 

for quantitative treatment. It is important to elucidate the excited state 

and emission mechanisms in aromatic Pis. The author thinks that this problem 

is closely related to the fact thal aromatic Pis used as a space material are 

stable to u.v. light and radiation. Also for benzophenone containing Pis as a 

negative type photoresist material, the reaction yield is affected by the 

electronic structure at excited state and aggregation state. 1
-

4 Ablative 

Photodecomposition <APD> for Pis is observed by the irradiation of excimer 

Iaser(e.g., KrF>."-7 Photophysical properties such as electronic absorption 

in the region of the wavelength of excimer lasers and the emission 

mechanisms were examined by several researchers. e - 10 

In this section, the excited state, CT emission process, and the structures 

of intermolecular. CTCs and excitation energy transfer between chromophores 

in PI are discussed by using model compounds. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Several PI precursors, poly(amic acid) <PAA) were polymerized by the 

method described in section 1.1. Thin PI films for absorption and · 

fluorescence measurements were prepared by thermal imidization of PAAs 

spin-coated onto a thin quartz plate at 250 "C for 2 h. The model compounds 

of PHBPDA/PDAHPI consisting of biphenyltetracarboxylic dianhydride <BPDA> 

and p-phenylenediamine <PDA)) were synthesized by thermal imidization of the 

corresponding amic acids formed by condensation between amine and 

anhydride in DMAc solution, followed by recrystallization and vacuum 

drying. 

The following abbreviations are used; aniline (AN>, p-phenylenediamine 



<PDA), cyclohexylamine <Cl-IA), methylenedicyclohexylamine (MDCA), 

methylenedianiline (MDAJ, 2,6-diethylaniline <DEAN), biphenyllelracarboxylic 

dianhydride <BPDA), phthalic anhydride <PAJ, succinic anhydride (SA). The 

symbols o! polyimides and model compounds are represented by Pl<X/Y) and 

M(X/Y), respectively where PI and M are polyimide and model compound, and X 

and Y are di or monoanhydride and di or monoamine of components. The 

chemical structures of samples used and symbols are summarized in Figure 

1.2-1. 

The fluorescence and u.v.-vis absorption spectra were measured at room 

- temperature in air using a fluorescence spectrophotometer (Hitachi, model 

850) and a u.v.-vis spectrophotometer (Jasco, model UVJDEC-660). 

Spectroscopic grade-solvents were used for measurements of electronic 

spectra. The phosphorescence of model compound was measured in degassed 

and rigid solution at 77 K in a cryostat (oxford). The molar extinction 

coefficients ( £ ) at each wavelength for PI<BPDA/PDAJ thin film on a quartz 

plate were determined on the basis of at 350 nm obtained by separate 

experiment where film thickness and density and absorbance were measured. 

The excitation and fluorescence spectra were corrected for 

wavelength-depcnden t intensity of lamp and for wavelength---.l.ependen t 

sensitivity in detectors respectively, using Rhodamine B standard solution 

<Wako Pure Chemical) for 200-600 nm and ethylene glycol solution of 

methylene blue !or 60G-720 nm. Absorbances of the samples used are about 

0.1. 

The fluorescence quantum yield ( rf> 1> of PHBPDA/PDA) film is estimated by 

using the degassed benzene solution of perylene as a standard ( rf> 1=0.89)." 

Perylene used was recrystallized three times from toluene (m.p.=270 "C). The 

rf> 1 of perylene dispersed in poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) matrix 

polymerized with AIBN in air at 5G-70 "C in a square quartz cell was 

determined to be 0.81 in a side-face arrangement by using toluene solution 

of perylene. Finally the rf> 1 of PI film is determined in a front-face 

arrangement with the perylene doped PMMA film prepared by solution cast, 

assuming that the rf> 1 of perylene in as-cast PMMA is 0.81. 

The fluorescence decay (350 nm excitation) was measured using a hand-made 

apparatus in Tazuke laboratory of Tokyo Institute of Technology. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Electronic Spectra of PHBPDA/PDAJ and Model Compounds 

In this section, PI(BPDA/PDAJ which has rigid main chain and is emissive is 



focused. Figure 1.2-2 (a)-(d) shows the absorption spectra of PI<BPDA/PDAJ 

thin film on a quartz plate and model compounds in hexafluoro-2-propanol 

<HFPJ. M<BPDA/ANJ is insoluble to common organic solvents except for 

dichloroacelic acid and HFP. In (a), PI<BPDA/PDAJ has broad and 

slructureless band from 400 to 250 nm and a shoulder at 350 nm. In (b), both 

M(SA/ANJ and M(SA/PDAJ have no absorption longer than 280 nm. Therefore, 

PDA moieties are not excited by 350 nm light used for the characterization of 

the molecular packing. In (c) the comparison of M<BPDA/CHAJ and M(PA/CHAJ 

shows that biphenyl bond in M<BPDAICHAJ contributes to conjugation because 

the intensity of absorp lion for M<BPDA/CHAJ is s lronger than two limes 

intensity for M(PA/CHAJ and has a long wavelength tail. The presence of the 

conjugation indicates that the torsional angle around biphenyl bond is 

smaller than 90 degree. 12 As shown in (d), both M(PA/PDAJ and M((PA/ANJ have 

lillie absorption at 350 nm and the intensity of absorption for M<PA/PDAJ is 

equivalent to two times intensity for M(PA/AN). Furthermore, there is little 

difference between the absorption spectrum of M(PA/CHAJ in (c) and that of 

M<PA/ANJ in (d) for both the shape and intensity. These results show that the 

conjugation between phthalimide ring and benzene ring in amine moiety is 

very small. From lhe data obtained by other investigator in which n, ,; • 

transition in N,N-dimethylaniline <DANJ is disturbed by the torsion of the 

bond around dimelhylamino and phenyl groups, 13
•
14 it is suggested that the 

phenyl groups on nitrogen freely rotate. In (d), M<BPDA/ANJ has a spectrum 

similar to M<BPDA/CHAJ, indicating that in M<BPDA/ANJ N-substilule benzene 

contributes only slightly to conjugation or intramolecular CT at ground 

stale between the benzene and biphenyl diimide moieties as well as in the 

case of M<PA/ANJ and M(PA/PDAJ. Accordingly these results Jed to the 

conclusion that 350 nm light is mainly absorbed biphenyl diimide moieties. 

Ishida et al. 11
' examined the absorption spectra of M<PMDA/CHAJ, M<PMDA/ANJ 

and M<PMDA/ADE)(ADE :4-aminodiphenylelher) and assigned 310-330 nm band for 

M(PMDA/CHAJ lo ,; , ,; • due to benz imide and n, ,; • lransi lions due to 

imide carbonyl group at about 340 nm. The bands at 300-320 nm for samples, 

M<BPDA/ ANJ and M<BPDA/CHAJ, may be due lo ,; , ,; • lransi tion, judging from 

the magnitude of £ (for n, n • transi lion lhe value of is generally 

Jess than several hundreds). The difference for spectral shape between 

PHBPDA/PDAJ and M<BPDA/ANJ is considered to be due lo the difference of 

molecular aggregation or medium. 

Figure 1.2-3 shows excitation and fluorescence spectra for M<BPDA/CHAJ 

and M(PA/CHAJ in HFP solution. Other model compounds used are 

non-fluorescent. Comparatively strong fluorescence peaking at 430 nm for 

M<BPDA/CHAJ is observed in HFA solution but is neither observed for 



PI<BPDA/PDAJ nor for M<BPDA/AN). Non-fluorescent nature in M<BPDA/ANJ is 

considered to be due to effective deactivation via intramolecular 

charge-transfer (D+A- stale) at excited stale between N-subsliluted benzene 

and biphenyl diimide, even if there is only slight intramolecular CT 

interaction between them at ground slate. The author infers that D+A- stale 

is formed via coplanar conformation between benzimidc and phenyl group on 

nitrogen because coplanar state is desirable conformation to the 

intramolecular CT interaction. Then fluorescence measurement for 

M<BPDA/DEANJ for which it is impossible to make the coplanar conformation 

.owing to sleric hindrance due to orlho-alkyl groups was carried out in three 

solvents (benzene, dichloromelhane and HFP). It is expected for 

M<BPDA/DEAN> that intramolecular fluorescence due to some conjugation 

between benzimide and phenyl group, or fluorescence similar to that of 

M<BPDA/CHA)(when the angle of nitrogen-phenyl bond is equal to 90 degree) is 

observed. In Figure 1.2-4 the fluorescence intensity decreases with the 

increase in solvent polarity with gradual red shift. These fluorescences are 

clearly different with that of M<BPDA/ANJ. The absorption peaks (320 nm) are 

practically independent of solvent polarity. The result strongly supports 

the above-described consideration about the emission and deactivation 

mechanisms in M<BPDA/ANJ. Such intramolecular fluorescence is not observed 

for PHBPDA/PDA) film. This suggests that the conformation around 

nitrogen-phenyl bonds in solid PI(BPDA/PDA> has the coplanar slate so that 

the fluorescence of both biphenyldiimide units and phenyl-substituted 

biphenyldiimidc units are quenched via intramolecular charge-transfer. 

The phosphorescence measurcmcn t is also carried out for M<BPDA/CHA). The 

MCBPDA/CHAJ in degassed toluene at 77 K shows phosphorescence around 550 

nm and structured fluorescence at 380 nm (the fluorescence red-shifts up to 

430 nm in HFP owing to the solvent effects) as shown in Figure 1.2-5. The 

phosphorescence of another imide compound, N,N-dimethylpyromellitimide, in 

dioxane was reported in the literature (phosphorescence lifetime -r .,=0.45 

s).u' The excitation and fluorescence spectra at 77 K show clear vibrational 

structures compared to those in fluid solution at room temperature~ The -r 
., is 2-3 s. On the basis of a general criterion for aromatic carbonyl 

compounds, 17 from such long lifetime the lowest triplet excited state (T1 ) is 

assigned as 11:, 11: •. 

Figure 1.2-6 (a) shows energy diagram for photo physical process occurring 

in the isolated PI<BPDA/PDA) chains. Biphenyldiimide units in PI<BPDA/PDA> 

chains are first excited by 350 nm light. From the local three processes 

excited state localized on biphenyldiimide units, three processes, i.e., 

inlersystem crossing to T., fluorescence emission and intramolecular 



charge-transfer w-A- J compete. The phosphorescence is quenched in PI film. 

The fluorescence of Biphenyldiimide units is not observed due to the 

presence of relatively rapid process from s, to o-A- stale. Finally effective 

deactivation occurs from o- A- to ground stale. 

Although the author have not yet detected o-A- state directly, 

photoconductive behavior in aromatic Pis supports the presence of o- A

slate. 

Steric Structures of CTC in aromatic Pis 

The CTCs in aromatic Pis have loose sleric structures unlike low 

molecular-weight CT cryslals. 18
"
10 As electron donor (amine moiety) and 

acceptor (bcnzimide moiety) coexists in Pl chains, it is expected that a CTC 

is intermolecularly formed between them. The studies on CTC composed of 

PMDA or phlhalimide wi lh aromatic compounds20
-

26 in solution support 

strongly that CTCs in Pis are formed by intermolecular spatial overlap 

between imide and amine moieties. However WAXD sludies27 on highly oriented 

PI(PMDA/PDAJ fiber presented a crystalline structure where face-to-face 

structure of pyromcllitimide rings each other is shown without overlap 

between imide and amine moieties as shown in Figure 1.2-7. In order to 

examine if there is attractive interaction of pyromellilimide rings each 

other in isotropic amorphous slate, the electronic spectra of PHPMDA/MDCAJ 

were measured. If ground state dimer between pyromellilimide rings exists in 

isotropic solid stale, fluorescence or absorption bands due to it should be 

observed as reported in PET"8
"
20 and LC polyester. 3 ° Figure 1.2-8 shows the 

absorption, excitation, and fluorescence spectra of PHPMDA/MDCAJ thin film 

(a), and of M<PMDA/CHAJ in dichloromelhane (b) and in PMMA (c). The 

consistency of (a) with (b) in their spectra shows that the fluorescence of 

PHPMDA/MDCAJ is due to pyromellitimide moiety and not due to ground stale 

dimer. In (b), the consistency of the absorption and exci lation spectra 

remains the possibility in which the observed fluorescence is due to excimer. 

In order to exclude the possibility, the spectra of M<PMDA/CHAJ in PMMA in 

which the excimer is not formed were recorded. The spectra similar to those 

in solution were also obtained in PMMA, showing that the fluorescence of 

PHPMDA/MDCAJ and M<PMDA/CHAJ in solution are not due to excimer. Therefore, 

the author considers that there is lillie attractive interaction between 

imide moieties in isotropic Pis. 

Figure 1.2-9 illustrates that CTC is intermolecularly formed because the 

mixing of dichloromethane solution of M(PMDA/CHAJ and N,N,-dimethylaniline 

(OMAN) induces the appearance of a new band in longer wavelength region. 

Thus it was supported that CTC in Pis is intermolecular overlap between 
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imide and amine moieties. 

Exci_l<!_1_i_o n el)_~r::KLlr:.ll_fllife r i ~_!___!>_Q_lj_<;I_E_!_ill_I~_QA.Lf.Q/1)_ 

In order to examine if excitation energy transfer participates in the CT 

fluorescence of PI<DPDA/PDA), the fl uorcscence anisotropy r was measured. r 

is given by 

where I is fluorescence intensity, and the subscripts v and h denote 

vertically and horizontally polarized lights, respectively. The first and 

suffixes mean cxci tat ion and emission side, respectively. The G <=Ihv/lhh) 

factors were determined as a function of emission wavelength using a quinine 

sulphate standard solution. Figure 1.2-10 sho ws that r value (350 nm 

excitation) decreases with the increase in cure temperature. Since r values 

are independent of emission wavelength, the CT fluorescence consists of one 

component. The depolarization is due to cnery,y transfer between 

chromophores, the other factors, the rotational diffusion of chromophores 

and reabsorption of the emission, are removed. In Figure 1.2-11, polarization 

P which is connected with r by a formula r=2P/(3-P) decreases with the 

increase in the fluorescence quantum yield for PI films, indicating that the 

increase in CTC concentration (the decrease in average distance between 

CTCs) gave the increase in the energy migration efficiency between 

in termo lccular CT sites. 

The fi uorcsc~ncc decay (350 nm exci ta lion) for PHBPDA/PDAl film was 

measured to examine the energy transfer from the exci led state of 

biphenyldiimide units to emissive CTC s late in more detail. As sho wn in 

Figure 1.2-12, the decay is not single-exponential and a double-exponential 

analysis gave a pre-exponential factors A,=0.045, A2 =9.0, and lifetimes -r 
,=0.31 ns, -r z=l.4 ns ( Z "=1.18). It should be noted that no rising 

component immediately after the excitation is observed. This is due to a very 

rapid energy transfer from the local excited stale of biphenyldiimide units 

via intramolecular n-A- to emissive CTC state. The emission mechanism at CTC 

forming site is shown in Figure 1.2-G (b). The process of direct energy 

transfer from excited state of biphenyldiimide to the emissive CTCs is 

expected to be neglir,ible because overlap integral between the fluorescence 

of biphenyldiimide unit (380 nm) in Figure 1.2-5 and CT absorption band 

(400-GOO) in Fir.ure 1.2-9 is very small. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

In this section, the photophysical processes for solid P]{BPDA/PDAl were 

examined. It was shown from the studies on model compounds that 

biphenyldiimide uni ls in PIWPDA/PDII) are first exci led by 350 nm and then 

the fluorescence from the local excited state is deactivated 

intramolecularly. The fact that no fluorescence due to biphenyldiimide is 

observed for solid PICBPDA/PD/\) and MCBPDA/IIN) in solution suggests that 

intramolecular charge-transfer mechanism participates to the deactivation 

process. 

No attractive interaction between pyromellildiimide units in isotropic 

polypyromellitimide was detected in the absorption and fluorescence spectra 

of P]{PMDA/MDCII). A predominant interaction is due to CT between imide 

moiety as a electron acceptor and amine moiety as a donor. 

The polarization decreases with the increase in fluorescence quantum 

yield, indicatinr. that the increase in energy migration efficiency between 

CTCs is caused by the increase in CTC concentration. 
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Fir.ure 1.2-1 The chemical structures of samples used and symbols. 
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Figure 1.2-3 The excitation and fluorescence spectra of model compounds 

in HFP solution. 
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Figure 1.2-4 The fluorescence spectra of NCBPDA/DF.ANl in solution. 
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Figure 1.2-7 Crystalline structure of high Iy orien Led PHPMDA/PDAl. 

The dotted line incicales distance between imide carbonyl 

groups. 
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Figure 1.2-8 The absorption, excitation and fluorescence spectra of 

PHPMDA/MDCA) film(a), its model compound in solution(b) 

and the model compound in PMMA(c). 
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CHAPTER 2 

REACTIONS IN POLYIMIDE PRECURSORS CONTilOLLING PHYSICAL 

PROPERTIES OF HESULT!NG POLYIMIDES. 

2.1 Isothermal Imidization of an Aromatic Polyimide Precursor 

Studied by Fluorescence Spectroscopy 

INTRODUCTION 

Excellent mechanical and electrical properties, as well as thermal 

stability, of aromatic Pis have been applied in many kinds of fields. 

Mechanical properties such as Youne's modulus and elongation strength of 

rigid rod PI films' and PI/PI molecular composites (MCl"' can be remarkably 

improved by imidization of cold-drawn PAlls and additional heat treatment. 

For PI/PI MC, it is also important to control miscibility. It has been widely 

recognized that some physical properties are largely affected by not only 

chemical structures bul also the orientation of polymer chains and 

aggregated structure. Kochi et a!. reported that dynamic mechanical 

properties of some Pis depend strongly on the der:ree of molecular 

aggrer,ation." A number of workers studied the morpholoy,y of Pis usinY. 

WAXD, 4 -
7 SAXS, s- •o UV and laser Raman spectroscopy1 1

"
12 and fluor·escence 

method, 13
"
14 and showed the presence of molecular order which grew up by 

annealing and especially by increasing T,. It is very important to examine 

the relation between the morphologies of final Pis and imidization reaction 

mechanisms. The kinetics and mechanisms of thermal imidization of many kinds 

of PAlls were systematically examined by Bessonov and coworkers11
' and other 

groups"'·' 7 using IR spectroscopy and thermogravimetry. UV-vis absorption 

spectroscopy has scarcely been used for studies on imidizalion."' Hecently 

Pyun et al. analyzed quantitatively the change in chemical structure from 

PAll to PI during thermal imidization in solution and the solid state using 

uv-vis absorption spectrum of an azo-compound (diamine component). 10 But to 

our knowledge, no work has been done on the relation between the 

imidization mechanisms and molecular aggregation of final Pis. In this paper, 

we show how molecular order is formed with the progress of the reaction 

using the intermolecular CT of the PI which reflects sensitively aggregated 



structures and lhe miscibility of PI/PI blends. 20 

EXPERIMENTAL 

BPDA was recryslall ized !rom dried acetic anhydride and then vacuum dried 

at 180 "C for 24 h. DMAc used for the preparation of PAA was dried wi lh 

molecular sieves(4A) and then vacuum distilled. Zone refining PDA supplied 

by Honda Giken Co.,Lld. was used after vacuum drying at room temperature 

without further purification. PAA<BPDA/PDA) was prepared by adding a 

stoichiometric amount of DPDA powder lo the DMAc solution of PDA with 

continuous stirring in a nitrogen atmosphere. A viscous yellow PAA solution 

<lOwt:V.) was obtained after several hours. PAA films were prepared by casting 

onto a glass plate at 50 "C for 2 h in air oven, followed by vacuum drying at 

50 "C for 24 h. 

Two kinds of healing furnaces were used for the thermal imidizalion of PAA 

films, a common furnace with slow healing rate (the lime required up loT, is 

15-20 min), and a special furnace with a rapid healing rate (about 5 s). The 

rapid-healing furnace, ~o~hich is mainly used for isothermal imidizalion, is 

equipped with a healing block surrounded ~o~ith a heal insulator, nitrogen 

conduction tube and lhermoconlroller. Hapid heating of the samples becomes 

possible by quickly inserting the samples ~o~rapped in aluminum foil into slit 

in the lemperalure-conlrolled healing block and by maintaining the intimate 

contact bel~o~een the samples and inside ~o~all in the slit. Sample temperature 

was detected by a thin thermocouple in contact with the samples. 

Thick films (30-50 p. m) and thin films (2-5 p. m) were used for fluorescence 

and IH measurements, respectively. Although there is a report lhal 

imidization rate is affected by the amount of residual solvent which depends 

on the film thickness, 21 since the chromophores in the PI in the region from 

the surface to the depth ala few p. mare mainly excited by incident light 

of 350 nm for the fluorescence measurement because the optical density at 

350 nm of 3 p. m thick films of the PAA and lhe PI is more than 2, it is 

reasonable to substi lu le the degree of imidiza lion of the thick films used 

for lhe Iluorescence measurement for that of the thin films used for lH 

measurement. In order to prevent foaming of the PAA films due to residual 

solvent ~o~hen imidized at more than 230 "C, preheating at 150 "C for 1 min 

prior to the isothermal reaction, ~o~hich is harmless except for only slight 

imidization (Jess than 8:V.), was carried out. 

The fluorescence spectra of the PI ~o~ere measured at room temperature 

using a fluorescence spectrophotometer (Hitachi, model 850). The PI films 



were excited at 350 nm in a front-face arran~ement using 5 nm bandpasses for 

both the exci tation and emission monochromalors, respectively. The degree 

of imidizalion (i) was estimated by the absorbance ratio of 1774 em-• band 

<C=O s tretching in imide ri ngs) to that for the PI annealed at 300 "C for 20 

min (i=100Y.) using 1517 em- • band <C=C stretching in benzene rings in PDA> as 

an in lerna! standard, using an IR spec tropho lometer (Jasco, mode l IR-700). 

The densities of the PI films produced under some therma l condi lions were 

measured using a density grad ien l co I umn (xylene-carbon tetrachloride 

system). The extinction coefficients at 350 nm of the PI and PAA films 

were determined from the film thickness, density and absorbance using a 

uv-vis spectrophotometer (Jasco, model UVIDEC-660). 

The reduced viscosity 7J red and l a l 350 nm of the PAA and PI are shown 

in Table 2.1-1. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Thermal imidization of PAA occurs through nucleophilic attack on the 

carbonyl carbon in carboxyl group by the lone pair of amide ni lrogen. Two 

kinds of side reactions, the formation of polyisoimide and reversible chain 

scission as shown in Scheme 1 are known. po lyisoimide is hardly formed by 

thermal imidization but is observed by IR spectroscopy (isoimide: 1800 cm- 1
) 

when chemically imidized.""' Typical IR spectra of Pis cured thermally and 

chemically, and PAA arc shown in Figure 2.1-1. Polyisoimide can be thermally 

rearranged to PI.23 The chain scission of PAA into amines and anhydrides 

during thermal imidization is observed by IR spectroscopy (anhydride: 1850 

cm- 1
). But the amount of anhydride decreases due to resynthesis as 

imidization proceeds24 and the anhydrides disappear completely when cured 

at above 300 "C. 
Since PHBPDA/PDA> has very rigid main chain and high and unclear T..,, with 

the progress of imidization, molecular mobility decreases. It is expected 

that the PI formed on thermal imidization is in a non-equilibrium state so 

that the molecular packing of the PI depends strongly on imidization 

conditions such as initial imidization temperature, T., and heating rates up 

to T,. This will be illustrated by the following preliminary experiment. The 

PI films possessing different molecular packing were prepared under several 

cure conditions in Table 2.1-2 in a furnace at a slow heating rate (time 

required up to T,: 15-20 min) in vacuum. It was observed by JR measurement 

that the imidization is almost completed by curing at 200 "C for 5 h, 

naturally at 300 "C for 1 hand at 400 "C for 1 h, too. Also annealing time at 

50 



various conditions is long enough lo complete the cure. Figure 2.1-2 shows 

that the intermolecular CT fluorescence intensity for the Pis prepared on 

the conditions in Table 2.1-2 is linearly related with the density. This 

indicates that il is possible lo evaluate the molecular packing of the PI by 

using the CT fluorescence. The relation of the intensity lo final cure 

temperature is shown in Figure 2.1-3. Wilh increasing T,, lhe Iluorescence 

intensity increases (sample No.1, 5, 7). Comparing the PI cured al 400 "C for 

1 h (No.7) with the PI cured at 200 "C for 5 h plus 400 "C for 1 h (No.3), in 

spite of the same final cure temperature (400 "C), the fluorescence intensity 

of No.3 is far smaller than that of No.7. A similar resull is shown in the case 

of 300 "C cure. In No.3, since lhe imidization at 200 "C for 5 h before final 

annealing at 400 "C produces a PI with loose packing2" but with rigid 

polymer chains, the effect of the final annealing is reduced due lo the rigid 

chains. The molecular packing of sample No.3 remains loose. In other words, 

sample No.3 is in a non-equilibrium slate. On the other hand, the cure at 400 

"C of the PAA with flexible chains <T.=ca.l40 "C )(No.7) yields a very dense 

PI. This means that the degree of the molecular packing of rigid PI is not 

always determined by only the final cure temperatures. In fact, since the 

rigidity of the polymer chains increases rapidly with the progress of 

imidizalion, the relation between reaction kinetics and formation of 

aggregated structures is very complex. Also since the healing rates of the 

furnace used are slow<il lakes 15-20 min), in the cure al 400 "C for 1 h, the 

samples are subjected not only lo imidizalion reaction which completes at 

around 200 "C on the way to the temperature rising, but also to the 

annealing of the PI imidized al around 200 "C. In order to consider both 

effects separately, imidization was carried out in the rapid-heating furnace 

under the conditions without the annealing effect. 

Kinetics of Isothermal Imidizalion and Chanp;es of CT Fluorescence 

Time-conversion curves of thermal imidization at 110 "C in DMAc solution 

(polymer concentration: 10 wtY.J and in solid slate are shown in Figure 2.1-4. 

The imidization in solution proceeds rapidly compared with that in solid 

state although above 30Y. in conversion insoluble portion is obtained. But 

lhe reaction in the solid phase is very slow al 110 "C. Possibly, lhe 

conformation changes required with the reaction are free in solution but is 

suppressed in the glassy stale. ll is known that the reaction rates in solid 

PAAs suddenly increases above ca. 150 "C. Figure 2.1-5 shows time-conversion 

curves for isothermal imidization at 150-200 "C in the solid PAA. The rates 

increase with increasing T,. The apparent activation energy E. determined 

from Arrhenius plot of the initial rate constants was about 21 kcal/mol. The 



value is consistent with the data of Dessonov et a!. in which the E .. is 19 

kcal/mo l reeard less of the chemical structure of PAAs. " ' 

Isothermal imidization of the solid PAA was also examined using the 

intermolecular CT fluorescence of the PI. Figure 2.1-6 shows the change in 

fluorescence spcctr·a during imidization. The fluorescence of the PAA 

peaking ncar 490 nm reduces rapidly with prOJ{ress of imidization, and then 

becomes very weak around 20-30:>.: in conversion. When the reaction proceeds 

further, the fluorescence of the PI peaking at 530-!i40 nm increases 

gradually. Similarly, the rapid reduction of the PAA fluorescence was also 

observed for imidization at 110 ·c in solution and in the solid phase. 

However, the rapid reduction of the PAA fluorescence in the region of very 

low conversion can not be easily explained. The following possibilities arc 

proposed. First, even if the concentration of imide moiety is low at low 

conversion, the of imide unit formed by imidization is quite larec 

compared to the amic acid unit and thus incident Iieht is selectively 

absorbed by imide units distributed randomly. Second, after effective energy 

transfer from amic acid units to imide units occurs, unless the 

intermolecular CT sites exist at low conversion, the CT fluorescence is not 

observed. As shown in Table 2.1-1, since the of the PAA and the 

corresponding PI are 1400 and 2300 M- 1 cm- • respectively, the first 

possibility is excluded. Althoueh it is not yet clear whether the rapid 

reduction of the PAA fluorescence at the initial stage of the reaction is 

attributed to the energy transfer, since our main concern is to know the 

relation between the a1~gregatcd structures of the final PI and thermal 

imidiza tion reaction, we wish to focus on changes of the CT fluorescence of 

the PI in the region from the middle to the final reaction stage. 

Figure 2.1-7 shows the change in the fluorescence intensity with the 

proercss of imidization at various T,. The reaction r·ates are also so large 

at higher T, that it was experimentally difficult to follow the reaction in 

the low conversion range. As shown in Figur·e 2.1-7, the intensity beeins to 

increase gradually from around !iO:>.: in conversion, showing that the 

formation of the CT structure occurs simultaneously with the progress of 

the reaction. It is eviden tty shown that when imid izcd at 150 "C the 

intensity increases only slightly as the reaction proceeds while at higher r, 
such as 270 "C the increase in the intensity become remarkable. The fact 

that the molecular packing of the final PI is strongly affected by T, 

suggests that the molecular mobility of the polymer chains which changes 

during imidization is closely related to the molecular packing of the final 

PI. Also it is noted that from about GO:>.: in conversion the 

intensity-conversion curves begin to branch and the intensity at a certain 



conversion depends strongly on T,. If the CT fluorescence does not provide 

information for intermolecular aggregation but intramolecular information, 
only one in lensi ty-conversion curve must be depicted regardless of T, (do 

not branch}. Figure 2.1-8 shows a schematic diagram based on 
intensity-conversion curves for changes of T .. of the polymer during 
isothermal imidization. More than 20 years ago Mi ta et al. proposed 2

"·
27 the 

concept, which has been widely accepted, of slopping of polymerization of 
vinyl monomers and in crosslinking system at conversion of vitrification. 

This concept can be also applied to thermal imidization reaction in solid 
phase. As the reaction proceeds, the T.. of the polymer increases 
successively, and exceeds the 1', at certain conversion (i..,} where the 

polymer is in glassy state. The more T, increases, the more i.o: will increase, 
too. In Figure 2.1-8, it is difficult to determine experimentally the T ... of the 

partial imidized PAAs by thermal analysis such as TMA, DSC or dynamic 
mechanical analysis because imidizalion occurs due to heating. Laius el a!. 
showed that the value of i.o: determined from the plot of conversion vs rate 
constant k agrees with the data obtained by a stepwise pulse heating 
melhod.28 The values of i.o: were estimated from the plot of i vs k as shown in 
Figure 2.1-9. The arrows marked in Figure 2.1-7 denote i.o: determined from 
Figure 8 at 150 and 200 "C, respectively. In the case of 150 "C the 
vitrification occurs at only initial stage while for 200 "C it takes place at 

about 60~ in conversion. It seems that the molecular packing of the final PI 
is already determined before the vitrification (below i ... >, because above i.o: 
molecular motion enough to rearrange the polymer chains is inadequate. In 
other words, the degree of increase in the fluorescence intensity (molecular 
packing} after the vitrification depends strongly on the amount of i ... 

Accordingly, to gain more packed PI, it is necessary to have higher i ... , i.e., 
to increase T1 • 

CONCLUSION 

Isothermal imidization of a solid PAA was examined using the 
intermolecular CT fluorescence reflecting sensitively molecular packing of 
PI chains. The relationship between the fluorescence intensity and 

conversion clearly shows that the intensity at a certain conversion depends 
strongly on T., and the intensity increases remarkably during imidization at 
higher T., e.g., at 270 "C. The increase in CT complex population occurs 
simultaneously with the progress of the reaction. The gradient in the 
intensity-conversion curves after the vitrification increases with increasing 
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Table 2.1-1 'IJ r ... and f of PAA and PI used. 

-----------------------------------------------
Symbol 

-----------------------------------------------
PAACBPDA/PDAJ 

PICBPDAIPDAJ 

1.5 1400 

2300 

-----------------------------------------------
a: measured at 0.5 wt% polymer concentration 

Table 2.1-2 Cure history of samples. 

----------------------------------------------
Cure history 

---------------------------------
Sample No. 200 · 0c Sh 300 °c Jh 400 °c Jh 

----------------------------------------------

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

---------------------------------------------



-{-H~~<lH _A_+ s~-,_~ 
H~-0 ~-NH-@-}--H10 ~-0 &s'\01 

PAA I \y PI t 
~~· t ~~~ill 

~~ o o ;o+ H2N@- ~o c1J8J ~)J 
0 0 N-...0 

Scission ~ 
Polyisoimide 

Scheme I. Reaction scheme of thermal imidization. 
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Figure 2.1-1 lR absorption spectra of PAA<BPDA/PDA)(a) and PHBPDA/POA) 

imidized thermally(b) and chemically(c)(with mixture of acetic 

anhydride and pyridine). 
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Figure 2.1-2 Relationship between the fluorescence intensity and density 

of PI cured under the conditions in Table 2.1-2. 
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Figure 2.1-3 The changes in the fluorescence intensity against final 

cure temperature. 
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Figure 2.1-4 Time-conversion curves for isothermal imidization at 110 "'C 

in DNAc solution and in solid phase. 
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Figure 2.1-5 Time-conversion curves for isothermal imidization at 150-200 "C 

in solid phase(a) and Arrhenius plot(b). 
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Figure 2.1-6 The change in the fluorescence spectra with the pror,ress of 

imidization at 170 "C. 
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Figure 2.1-7 Fluorescence intensity as a function of conver·sion. 
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Figure 2.1-8 Schematic diar,ram for the changes ofT.., with the pro.~rrcss 

of imidization. 
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2.2 Amide Exchanee Reaction of Polyimide Precursor. 

INTRODUCTION 

Molecular composi tc (MC) consisline of rigid rod po lyimide<PD and flexible 

PI shows excellent mechanical properties by imidizalion of cold-drawn 

PAA/PAA mixture, and which is attributed to good miscibility between 

component polymers.• But some researchers dealing with Pis may suppose that 

the excellent mechanical properties arc not caused by eood miscibility but 

by amide exchange reaction between component PAAs. Several investigators 

suggested the existence of exchange reaction from the results in which T ... of 

PI/PI blends chanees with storage time of PAA/PAA solutions."· " Smirnova 

et.al.'" concluded from the viscoelastic spectra that lher·mal imidization of a 

PAA/PAA blend yields block copolyimidc via exchanr:e reaction. It is however 

important to note that both the increase in degree of mixine in blends and 

pror.ress of copolymerization due to exchanr.c reaction will bring about 

similar behavior in which double T.oc for phase-separated blends approaches 

each other with storage time of vi scous solution and finally becomes sinr,lc 

T .... The both factors should be separated. Other· wor·kers5
"

6 showed that T..,s 

and densities of PI/PI blends arc always hieher than that of the 

corrcspondinr. copolyimides synthesized separately, showing that exchange 

reaction is not predominant. Also Yokota el.al. 7 reported that several. 

mechanical properties of PI/PI MC such as Young's modulus and strength 

strongly depend rather on the miscibility, and the macroscopically 

phase-separated PI/PI systems do no l provide good results, and they" also 

showed that a miscible MC have hieher modulus than corresponding 

copolyimide synthesized separately. In spite of the discussion over lone 

lime, the occurrence of the exchange reaction is not yet clear because it 

can not be verified by comparine the physical properties such as T,. of final 

products(PI/PI blends) to the separately synthesized copolyimides. 

To my knowledee, few work using chemical analytical methods has been done 

on the exchange reaction except for a study used IH spectroscopy by 

Tsapovetsky et.al." in which the exchanee reaction during thermal 

imidization was examined for the accumulated binary layer of amic acid 

olieomers<DP- 10). Since the exchange reaction may occur both in solution 

and in solid phase(durinp; thermal imidizationl or in either case, it is 

necessary to argue the reaction condi lions separately. 

In this section, the mechanisms of the reaction are discussed, and the 
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reaction rates in solution is estimated from Mw chanr:es. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

PMDA and ODA were recrystallized from dried dioxane and methanol-THF 

mixture, respectively, and then vacuum dried. DMAc used for preparation of 

PAA was first dried with molecular sieves(-!A) and then vacuum distilled. PAA 

derived from PMDA and ODA, PAA<PMDA/ODA), was prepared by adding a 

stoichiometric amount of PMDA powder into DMAc solution of ODA with 

continuous stirring at room temperature in a nitroeen atmosphere. A viscous 

PAA solution 00 wt.:¥.) was obtained after several hours(Mw=9.7 X 10"). The 

vacuum-dried 1-aminopyrene (APy) was used without further purification. 

Chemical struc lures of samples used are shown in Figure 2.2-1. APy of 0-20 

wt.:¥. to polymer was added into 10 wt.:¥. PAA solution, and the solution was 

then stored in der,assed sealed tube in the temperature range of 0-GO "C. 
Reduced viscosities, 1J redo were measured at 1 g/dl at 25 "C using a 

Ubbelohde viscometer. For lhc viscosity measurement in PAA/APy/DMAc, 

APy/DMAc solution was used as a referencc<to). Mw was determined at 25 ·c as 

a function of the storage time in the angle range of -10-130 degree by a LS 

measurement<Union Gikcn LS-601). 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The author tried to analyze amide exchange reaction by using 

fluorescence of pyrenyl group. An initial intention was lo estimate the 

der,rec of exchange reaction from the fluorescence intensity of pyrenyl 

group covalently introduced into PAA chains due to exchange reaction of 

PAA with APy. As a model compound of pyrenc-labelled PAA, 

N-pyrenylph thalamic acid derived from phthalic anhydride and APy was 

synthesized, but unfortunately it ' was not fluorescent. Then APy 

fluorescence (peaking at -132 nm) itself could be used because the decrease 

in free APy can be assumed as the progress of exchange reaction. But as APy 

was chemically unstable during storage, the solution became colored 

intensively with time. l-Ienee both the absor·bance and fluorescence intensity 

for the dilute solutions had weak reproducibility. Accordingly, it is 

impossible to analyze exchan1~e reaction usinr. fluorescence of APy. After 

all, the exchange reaction was monitored with Mw changes. 

It is well-known that molecular weight of PAA decr·cases in solution with 



storage time. Effects of polymer concentration, water, and temperature on 

molecular weight drop have been studied. 10
-

21 One may consider that amide 

exchange reaction is closely related to the molecular weight drop.""20 

Possible type of reactions causing the Mw drop and the exchange between PAA 

and APy in solution are shown in Figure 2.2-2. Connection of reactions (a) 

and (b) is considered to be the most probable mechanism of Mw drop in 

so lution, i.e., cleavage of amide linkage due to catalytic effect of a 

carboxyl group in the ortho-posilion,22
"
23 with subsequent hydrolysis of the 

terminal anhydride group due to water present in the system. 24 

It is suggested from several experimental evidences that direct 

hydrolysis of amide bond as shown in Figure 2.2-2(d) does not proceed 

practically. The fact that the molecular-weight of an esterified PAA does 

not practically chanf:e in solution during storage suggests lhal hydrolysis 

occurs not through direct hydrolysis of amide linkage but through the 

!ormation of anhydride end groups wi lh subsequen l hydro lysis of 

anhydrides. 17
"

2
"·

2
" Nisizaki el al. 27 found that lit tie hydrolysis for 

aromatic polyamide occurs in 1 7. NaOH aqueous solution during storage of 

three months. Bender el.al. 22 measured rate constants of the hydrolysis of 

ph thalamic acid and ben zamide in 0.001 M HCl and found tha l the rate for 

phthalamic acid is faster than for benzamide by a factor of about 10", 

indicating that mechan ism of the anhydride formation is predominant. Also 

they22 confirmed the formation of anhydride intermediate during hydrolysis 

by using a tracer experiment in NMR. Since the difference between rate 

constant for nucleophilic attack of water lo PMDA and lhal of ODA is not so 

large,"' it is reasonable to consider that amide exchange reaction proceeds 

through mechanism of anhydride formation rather than direct aminolysis. 

Figure 2.2-3(a),(b) and (c) shows the effects of the storage temperature on 

'1 r ..... Mw and, number of scission per polymer chain, Z, respectively, in 

PAA/DMAc system. The values of Z were calculated on the basis of an 

assumption in which molecular weight distribution, Mw/Mn, is constant during 

storage <if MwCO>/Mn<O> =. Mw/Mn =. 2, Z=i'In<O>/i'ln-1 =. Mw<O>Ii'lw-1, where MwCO> and 

Mn<O> denote ini lial weight- and number-average molecular weigh ls). It is 

clearly shown from the decrease in both the '1 r .... and Mw with storage lime 

that chain scission occurs rather than the occurrence of conformation 

changes of polymer chains due lo slight imidization <Figure 2.2-2(f)) or 

deterioration of solvent quality due to water released by imidization, 1
""

21 

because the degree of imidizalion was very small in the range of <H;O "C. The 

increase in temperature accelerates the decrease in '1 r .... and Mw and the 

increase in Z. In the later stage of storage the value of Mw becomes nearly 

constant with their absolute values depending on the temperature. This 
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behavior is a lso shown in the li tera lure concer n i ng Mw d r op of PAA i n 

solution. 10
-

2 1 With increasing wate r content, viscosity d r op a t lhe i n i t ia l 

s tage becomes remarkabl e. However Miwa et.al. 21 showed that in DMAc 

solution of PAA(BPDA/PDA) lhe Mw is lillie affected by furthe r addition of 

water in the later stage. If the equilibrium constant for dissociation in 

F igure 2.2- 2(a), which is l ess than 10- " in a reference, 1 4
•

1
" is constant in the 

whole stage, Mw should continue lo decrease gradually as long as water 

r emains. This is contrary lo the explanation that stop of Mw drop is due lo 

lhe consumption of water in lhe system by anhydride end groups. Moreover as 

will be discussed later, stop of Mw drop is al so observed despite the case 

where enough APy to react with PAA remains. According to David et.al., 28 

both Z<=Mn<Ol/Mn- D and Mw<Ol/Mw-1 should increase linearly with lime with 

differen l gradients when only random chain scission occurs. Although it is 

not yet cl ear, The stop of Mw drop in the later stage may be due lo the 

change in the reactivity of terminal anhydride with water which is related lo 

the shape of polymer coils. 

An amide exchange reaction can be caused by chain scission into amine and 

anhydride, wi lh subsequen l rcconneclion between differen l terminal amines 

and anhydrides (Figure 2.2-2(a) and (c)). In order to accelerate the reaction, 

large amounts of Apy(20 wt.~ lo PAA, i.e., 0.092 mol/!) was added into 10 ~ 

PAA solution. In this system, lhe ratio of APy lo repealing unit 

concentration is 0.37. The changes in 7J redo Mw, and Z in PAA/Apy/DMAc 

system are shown in Figure 2.2-<\(a), (b), and (c), respectively. Comparing to 

the resulls in PAA/DMAc system without APy, lhe rates of Mw drop in the 

initial stage increases really by the addition of APy. For example, in 

PAA/DMAc, Z i s · about 2 after a week al 60 "C while is about 5 in 

PAA/APy/DMAc. The slop of lhe reaction was also observed as well as in the 

case of PAA/DMAc, in spite of the fact that enough APy to react with PAAs 

remains in lhe system. 

Figure 2.2-5 shows Arrhenius plots for apparent rate constants, k, for the 

initial Mw drop (the gradient for lhe linear portion of Z value against lime). 

AI though the absolute value of k for PAA/APy/DMAc system is lager than for 

PAA/DMAc in lhe experimental temperature range, similar E. values, 13 

kcal/mol were obtained for PAA/DMAc and PAA/APy/DMAc. E. value obtained 

from lhe rate constant in /j. Z-lime curve where /j. Z denotes difference 

between Z for PAA/APy/DMAc and for PAA/DMAc equals to 13 kcal/mol. The 

result is consistent with the activation energy(lO kcal/mo!) for 

decomposition of PAA<PMDA/ODA) in DMF by Bel' nikevich el.al. 10 Lel us now 

turn to reaction scheme in Figure 2.2-2. The scheme of exchange reaction is 

rewri l ten as fo II ows. 
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k1 ka[C] 

AB ~ A+B ~ AC+B 

k2 

where AB, A and B denote amide, anhydride and amino groups, respectively, 

and C and AC are water or APy and APy end-capped amide group. 

d[ACJ dt = ka[CJ[AJ (2) 

From the steady-state approximation, 

d[AJ 2 dt = k1[ABJ-k2[AJ -ka[CJ[AJ = 0 (3) 

eq.(2) and (3) gives 

d[AC] k1ka[C][ABJ 

d t k2[A]+ka[CJ 
(4) 

Provided that a condition k2[AJ»ka[Cl is realized, eq. (4) reduces to 

d[ACJ k1ka[C][ABJ 
(5) 

d t k2[AJ 

Assuming k2[Al«k,[CJ under an excess of APy, eq.(5) becomes a simple form. 

d[ACJ 
~ = k1[ABJ (6) 

In fact, it is difficult to gel k2 and k:. experimentally. The last equation 

means that dissociation of amide bonds is rate-determining step in the 

exchange reaction, and that the rate of chain scission is independent of [C]. 

If the reaction obeys eq.(6), only one E. and k should be determined 

regardless of addition of APy, respectively. As shown in Figure 2.2-5, k for 

PAA/APy/DMAc is always larger than for PAA/DMAc, indicating that the 

decomposition of amide linkage is not rate-determining step for Mw drop. 

Furthermore, the effect of APy concentration on Mw drop is examined. As 

shown in Figure 2.2-6(a),(b) and (c), the changes in l) redo Mw, and Z at 60 "C 
become marked with increasing APy concentration. Figure 2.2-7 shows the 
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plot of Z per unil time(gradient at initial linear portion) against APy 

concentration at 60 "C. It should be noted that the initial gradient, dZ/dt( 

a: (ACJ/dtl, is proportional to [CJ. The value of Z at [CJ=O corresponds to 

the rate of hydrolysis of anhydride end groups due to water in the system. 

According to eq.(2), from the gradient of dZ/dt( a: d(ACJ/dtl vs [CJ curve in 

Figure 2.2-7, the terminal anhydride concentration, [AJ(=(B]), can be 

estimated although it depends on k" used. Although it is difficult to 

determined the value of ka exactly, it was roughly estimated from a reaction 

of phthalic anhydride(PAnl with APy and was 10- " M- •s- 1 at 25 "C in DMAc, and 

an extrapolated value at 60 "C, 3 X 10- " M- •s- 1
, was obtained using an 

activation energy, 6 kcal/mol 17
• Several kinetic parameters determined 

experimentally and calculated are summarized in Table 2.2-1. 

For real terminal anhydrides in PAACPMDA/ODAl chains, amide and carboxyl 

groups on the benzene ring in PAn play a role as electron withdrawing 

groups, resulting in the increase in acylation rate for APy, comparing to 

PAn without substituents. Svellichnyi et.al."" studied the reaction between 

4-aminodiphenyl ether(ADEl and various anhydrides. By using the value of 

1.52 eV for the electron affinity of monoaminated PMDA(MAPMDAl'10 which is a 

model of terminal anhydride, the rate constant for lhe reaction of terminal 

anhydride wilh ADE was estimated tu be 2.0 M- •s- • at 25 "C. This value is 

HJ!~ 
H~~~ 

MAPMDA 

larger 20 limes than 0.1 M- 1 s- 1 obtained from the reaction between ADE and 

PAn without substi tuen ts. It is thus expected that rate of the reaction of 

real terminal anhydride with APy is faster about 20 times than for the 

reaction of PAn with APy because of the effects of the electron withdrawing 

substituents<-GONJ-IAr and -coom, and is 2 X 10- 2 w•s- • at 25 "C and 6 X 10- 2 

M- •s- 1 at 60 "C (extrapolated). After all the terminal anhydride 

concentration, [AJ(=[BJl, was roughly estimated as about 2 X 10- " mol/! at 60 

"C. 
Let us consider the exchange reaction between different PAAs in solution. 

When PAA<PMDA/ODA) was mixed with other PAA in solution, if the equilibrium 

constant is similar, [AJ(equals to terminal amine concentration,(BJ) is almost 

2 X 10- " mol/! at 60 "C for PAA/PAA system in solution. As shown in Figure 

2.2-7, the exchange reaction is not affected at all by the very small amount 

of APy (2 X 10- " mol/D. Accordingly, it is expected that the exchange 

reaction between different PAAs at 60 "C may be lillie, provided that the 

reactivity of the terminal anhydrides with the terminal amines formed by 

cleavage of amide bonds in PAACPMDA/ODAl is similar to that of the terminal 
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anhydrides with APy. 

By comparing rate constants for two systems, i.e., MAPMDA/APy and 

MAPMDA/ADE, where ADE is a model of terminal amine, the rate constant for 

the latter system is larger than for the former by a factor of 100 as shown 

in Table 2.2-1. By simply assuming that the gradient in dZ/dt vs [C] plots for 

real PAA/PAA system is larger 100 times than for PAA/APy, Z per one hour at 

60 "C was obtained to be 4 X 10- 3
• It is concluded from the result that the 

exchange reaction in PAA/PAA system in solution at 60 "C is negligible 

unless storage lime is not so long. Also this indicates that it is negligible 

. when PAA/PAA blend films are prepared by solution casting at 50-60 "C. 
At lower temperatures the equilibrium shifts toward amic acid. The [AJ 

calculated from activation energies17 of amide bond cleavage(22 kcal/mol) 

and acylalion(6 kcal/mol) is 5 X 10- " mol/! at 25 "C and 10- " mol/! at 1 "C. 
The calculated value at 1 "C is almost consistent with the value estimated 

from the fact that rate of the exchange reaction at 1 "C in the initial stage 

is slower about 36 times than at 60 "C as shown in Figure 2.2-4(c). 

Accordingly it is concluded that the exchange reaction between different 

PAAs proceeds scarcely during the storage of PAA/PAA solution under a 

condition(! "C, during one month at least). Moreover it should be noted that 

this estimation is applicable to the phenomenon only for the initial stage 

of the reaction. By laking into account the decrease in the reaction rate in 

the later stage during storage (behavior for stop of Mw drop), the exchange 

reaction will become unfavorable compared with above estimation. 

Furthermore, according to Bel'nikevich et.al.,"' imidizalion proceeds 

predominan lly compared with decomposi lion of amide bonds above 25 "C in 

solution, indicating that imidizalion occurs prior to exchange reaction 

during storage of PAA/PAA solution at higher temperature so that random 

copolymer can not be formed due to exchange reaction even if the solution 

was stored during infinite time. 

CONCLUSION 

Amide exchange reaction proceeds through decomposi lion of amide linkage 

into anhydride and amine end groups. Apparent activation energies for Mw 
drop, 13 kcal/mol were obtained in PAA/DMAc and PAA/APy/DMAc, respectively. 

Dependence of Mw drop on APy concen lra lion shows tha l the exchange 

reaction between different PAAs in solution at lower temperatures is little' 

during storage about one month at least. 
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Table 2.2-1 Rate constants for several reactions of anhydride with amine 

r c ·c > 

25 

and terminal amine concentration [Al determined by In 

spectroscopy and calculated one. 

PAn/APy MAPMDA/Ary• PAn/ADE MAPMDA/ADE'" (A](mol/D 

2 X 10- 2 

6 X 10-2 

0.1 

(J.:J 

2 

G 

5 X 10-" 

2 X 10-" 

.. estimated using an electron affinity(l.!i2 cVl of MAPMDA<rcf. 29 and 30). 

b calculated using an activation energy(6 kcal/molHn~f.l7l. 
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-{-H~d<:JH 
Hoa~-NH-@o@-1;, 

PAA(PMDA/0~) + 
NH.1. Myv=9.7xJQ 

fc3'rtJ 
csr§J1-Aminopyrene 

Figure 2.2-1 The chemical s tructures of samples used. 
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a) ~!:-@- .,:_ ~ + H,N@-

b) ~'o + H,o - ~~~ 
I 

C) ~'o+H,N-Fy~~~~ 

d) ~~~+H,O-~~~+H,N@--

0) ~~~H,Nf'y-~:ptH•N@-

f) ~~~- ~N@--+ H,o 

Figure 2.2-2 Reaction scheme of PAA in solution containing APy. 
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CHAPTER 3 

MISCIBILITY OF POLYIM!DE/POLYIMIDE BLENDS AND 

CHARGE-TnANSFER FLUORESCENCE SPECTRA 

INTRODUCTION 

Rigid rod molecular composites (MC) have been shown to have outstanding 

mechanical properties. Since rigid aromatic PI has high modulus and strength 

by uniaxial orientation•, PI/PI MCs composed of rigid rod and flexible Pis 

are possible to have both properties corresponding to each component such 

as high modulus and toughness. 2 For the preparation of PI/PI MC or other PI 

alloys, it is important to know the miscibility of polymer mixtures."· .. So 

far, there are several works on PI/PI blends and PI alloys."-12 Differential 

scanning calorimctry<DSC) and dynamic mechanical analysis(DMA), usually 

used for the evaluation of miscibility in common polymer blends, are 

unsuitable to the cases where T ... of component polymers is close each 

other13 and/or polymer chains arc very rigid as for wholly aromatic Pis. 

Photoluminescence method developed by several research groups is very 

sensitive to the miscibility of polymer blends. 14
-

19 Unfortunately, the 

strong electronic . absorption of aromatic Pis in uv-vis region makes di!Iicul t 

to introduce common luminescence probe molecules into PI system. In this 

section, it is shown that the intrinsic fluorescence in solid PI which is due 

to intermolecular CT interaction20 is very useful to study the miscibility of 

PI/PI blends. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

PAA was synthesized as described in section 1.1. The chemical structures 

and symbols of Pis used are shown in Figure 3-1. The weight-average 

molecular-weight Mw of PAAs determined by a light-scattering method <Union • 

Giken, model LS-601), extinction coefficient E and density are summarized in , 

Table 3-1. Homo PAA films were prepared by casting 10 wtx PAA solution in ; 

N,N-dimethylacctamide <DMAc) onto a glass plate at 50 "C, followed by vacuum , 

drying at 50 "C for 24 h. lmidization does not practically occur at around 50; 



'C . PAA/PAA binary blends were prepared by dissolving the given ratio o f 

solid PAAs into dry DMAc at 7-8 wtX in polymer concentration at 0-5 'C away 

from moisture in air, and followed by vacuum drying at 50 'C for 24 h. Then 

PAA/PAA blend films were thermally imidized stepwise at 150 'C for 1 h, 200 'C 
for 1 h, and 250 'C for 2 h (step 250 'C ) in a vacuum oven to obtain PI/PI 

blend films (30-40 J.L m thick) . 

Fluorescence measurements were carried out using a fluorescence 

spectrophotometer (Hitachi, model 850). The spectra were obtained at room 

temperature in a front-face arrangement using 5 nm bandpasses for both the 

excitation and emission side. The reabsorption of the fluorescence is 

neg! igible in all cases. 

Refractive indices no of homo PI films were measured using a Abbe's 

refractometer. The morphology of the phase-separated blends was observed 

using a phase-contrast microscope. 

Dynamic mechanical measurements were carried out using a 

viscoelastometer (Toyo Baldwin, Rheovibron model Rheo-200) at 110 Hz at a 

heating rate of 3 'C /min. 

Densities of the blend films were measured using a density gradient column 

(xylene-carbon tetrachloride). 

Extinclion coefficient f was determined from the absorbance, density, and 

film thickness using a a uv-vis spectrophotometer (Jasco, model UVIDEC-660). 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Miscibility of PAA/PAA and PI/PI blends 

Since PI/PI blends are generally obtained by thermal cyclization reaction 

of PAA/PAA blends, the morphology of PI/PI blends formed depends upon 

three factors, the miscibility of initial PAA/PAA blends, the rigidity of 

component PI chains which increases as the reaction proceeds, and 

translational diffusion of the PI chains. The following factors should be 

noted on the basis of rigidity of PI chains. 

(1) The miscibility of PI/PI blends in thermodynamical equilibrium state. 

When PI chains are flexible, phase-equilibrium can be realized by 

sufficient thermal treatment above the T., of PI/PI blends. Accordingly, even 

if the PfiA/PAfl blend is immiscible, it is possible to change the blend 

morphology of the PI/PI blend from inhomogeneous to homogeneous by 

sufficient heat treatment if the PI/PI blend is miscible in thermodynamical 

equilibrium state. 
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(2) The miscibility of PI/PI blends formed under non-equi I ibrium condi lions. 

When PI chains are very rigid, the PI/PI blend formed is in non-equilibrium 

slate because molecular mobility of the PI chains decreases rapidly as 

imidiza lion proceeds. This means that miscibi I i ly of the PI/PI blend depends 

strongly on that of initial PAA/PAA and imidization conditions. 

Since thermal imidizalion of PAAs is intramolecular cyclizalion reaction, 

so large molecular motion is not required for the reaction. This can be 

understood from the fact that the reaction proceeds gradually even if the 

T,. going up with imidizalion exceeds imidizalion temperature T,. On the other 

hand, very large motion of PI chains (translational diffusion) is required for 

the change in blend morpho logy. Therefore it is empirically expected lhal 

when imidized al step 250 "C T, will be always lower than T., which increases 

as imidizalion proceeds, because both the deformation of the films and 

adhesion between the films and aluminum wrapping foil are not observed 

during imidization at step 250 "C. 
As example of case (2), PHDPDA/PDAl/PI(PMDA/ODAl blend is cloudy owing to 

phase separation, and both component polymer chains are very rigid. 1
"
21 

Actually, when imidized al step 250 "C, there was lillie difference between 

the PAA/PAA and PI/PI blends in the phase-separa led structures, showing 

that the morphology of PAA/PAA is fixed. This means lhal the miscibility of 

the PI/PI blend depends on lhe miscibility of initial PAA/PAA blend. 

lmidizalion at step 250 "C is kinetically controlled process, and the PI/PI 

blend formed is in non-equilibrium state. 

The experimental result that additional heat treatment at above T., of 

both component Pfs for the PI/PI imidized at step 250 "C does not change the 

blend morphology indicates that the PI/PI imidized at 250 ·c is perfectly 

frozen. Although the PI/PI is not in thermodynamical equilibrium state, it is 

important to argue the degree of mixing for the frozen PI/PI. 

As mentioned above, since the miscibility of rigid PI/PI blends depends 

strongly on that initial PAA/PAA blends, it is very important lo control the 

miscibili ly of PAAIPAA blends. Effect of TeaR< on the miscibili ly of PAA/PAA 

blends is remarkable. This point i s discussed later. 

One may point out possibility of amide exchange reaction in PAAIPAA 

system in solulion22 or in solid state. 11 Dut the results in section 2.2 show 

that the exchange reaction is not predominant under our experimental 

condi lions. 

Fluorescence Spectra of PI/PI blends 

I n section 1.1 it was shown that PHDPDA/PDAl emits comparatively strong 
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fluorescence among Pis used, and PHPMDA/PDA) and PHPMDA/ODAJ are almost 

non-!luorescenl. Consequently lhe fluorescence of PI<DPDA/PDAJ mixed with 

the non-fluorescent PI will present information for lhe degree of 

self-aggregation of PHBPDA/PDA) chains On other words, degree of mixing). 

Two blend systems, transparent PI(BPDA/PDAJ/Pl(PMDA/PDA) and cloudy 

PHBPDA/PDAJ/Pl(PMDA/ODA) blends were selected for fluorescence 

measuremen ls. 

Figure 3-2 shows lhe blend ratio dependence of the fluorescence spectrum 

for transparent PHBPDA/PDAJ/Pl(PMDA/PDA>. Wi lh lhe add ilion of 

non-fl uorescen l PHPMDA/PDA) in to fl uorescen l PHBPDA/PDA), the 

fluorescence intensity decreases for the blend. As shown in Figure 3-3, the 

experimental data (open circles) deviate lo the lower direction from simple 

additive law corresponding to the perfectly phase-separated blends. The 

additive law curves are calculated on lhe basis of the following equation. 

£ ,c, £ 2C2 
Ib,= ------- h + -------- b 

£ ,c,+ £ 2C2 £ ,c,+ £ 2C2 

where I, £ , and C represent fluorescence in tensity, extinction coefficient 

in M- 'cm-• , and concentration in mol/!, respectively. Suffixes bl, 1, and 2 

denote blend, PHBPDA/PDAJ, and non-fluorescent Pis (PI(PMDA/PDAJ or 

PHPMDA/ODAJ or PHPMDA/PDA;ODA)), respectively. 12 is negligible. For the 

phase-separated blend, eq.(l) should be corrected lo the loss of incident 

light due lo light-scattering. But since the light absorption at 350 nm in 

PI/PI blends is very strong (absorbance is more than 3), and the scattering 

light in tensity .is small a l the whole blend ratios (within 5:V.), the 

correlation to lhe loss of lhe fluorescence and incident light is practically 

negligible. Also the author confirmed using a thermotropic liquid 

crystalline polymer(LCP) in amorphous slate (lransparenll and in LC slate 

(turbid) that lhe position of the LCP's fluorescence is independent of the 

turbidity of film. Accordingly, the changes in the fluorescence intensity and 

position are essential phenomenon for the cloudy PI/PI blends. The 

fluorescence behavior for PI(BPDA/PDAJ/PI(PMDA/PDA) in Figure 3-3 means 

that PHPMDA/PDA> chains enter into PHBPDA/PDA> phase and the formation of 

lhe intermolecular CTC in PI(BPDA/PDA) is hindered as the result. If no 

interaction between the component polymers exists, the experimental data 

should approach lo the additive law curves (broken line), and the spectral 

shape for blends and for homo PI<BPDA/PDAJ should be identical. But in 

Figure 3-4 the spectral shapes for PI<BPDA/PDAJ/PI<PMDA/PDAJ are not 

consistent with that for homo PHBPDA/PDAJ, showing the presence of some 



interchain interactions in this blend. 

For immiscible PHBPDA/PDA)/Pl(PMDA/ODA), the blend ratio dependence of 

the fluorescence spectra is shown in Figure 3-5. With the addition of 

PHPMDA/ODA) into Pl<BPDA/PDA>, the fluorescence increases first, then 

decreases as shown in Figure 3-3. It is interesting to note that the 

fluorescence intensity at blend ratio of 8/2 is stronger than that for pure 

PHBPDA/PDA> although the reason is not yet clear. The intensity as a 

function of blend ratio indicates that the miscibility of 

Pl<BPDA/PDA)/PHPMDA/PDA) is better than that of PHBPDA/PDA)/PHPMDA/ODA) 

.because the intensity for the former is smaller than that for the latter at 

the whole blend ratios. 

It is reasonable to assume that for PHBPDA/PDA>/PHPMDA/ODA) some 

electronic interaction between component Pis is little except for contact at 

the interface because phase separation occurs. Although it is not clear, the 

unusual behavior in PHBPDA/PDA)/PHPMDA/ODA) such as fluorescence 

enhancement and spectral shift may be due to internal stress generated 

during thermal imidization of the phase-separated PAA/PAA blend. 

Dynamic Mechanical Spectra 

As refractive indices of homo PHBPDA/PDA) and homo PHPMDA/PDA), which 

depends on cure condi lion, are 1.544 and 1.553 respectively, if in 

PHBPDA/PDA)/PHPMDA/PDA) the phase separation occurs, the films should 

become cloudy owing to the difference of no.23 Practically, the blend films 

prepared from Tc••• of 50 "C are clear at the whole blend ratios, the 

domains due to p~ase separation are not observed by optical microscope. 

This indicates that the domains are smaller than the wavelength of visible 

light. 

In order to obtain further information on the degree of mixing, dynamic 

mechanical spectrum was measured for the blends and component Pis. 

Fortunately, DMA is applicable to the component Pis imidized at step 250 "C 
although when the Pis are post-cured at more than 330 "C the Pis do not 

show clear a loss peak. Figure 3-6 (a)-(1) and (b) shows storage modulus E' 

and loss modulus E'' curves for homo PHBPDA/PDA> and 

PHBPDA/PDA>/PHPMDA/PDA) (5/5, Tcaa•=50 "C), respectively. Unfortunately, it 

was impossible to measure the modulus of thermally imidized PHPMDA/PDA> 

because the PI film is very brittle in spite of the fact that initial PAA has 

high molecular-weight. Homo PHBPDA/PDA) shows a a loss peak at about 310 

"C and a broad fJ loss peak at around 230 "C. The blend has also a a loss 

peak at the temperature corresponding to pure PHBPDA/PDA), showing 

PHBPDA/PDA) phase exists partially in the blend. The broad loss peak at 
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around 370 ·c for the blend is very likely different from a loss peak due 

to PHPMDA/PDAl because it has been reported that the calculated T., is about 

700 'C 24 (it is difficult to d e t e rmine the T,.. experimentally because o f 

the rmal degradation) and different f rom (J loss peak due to PHPMDA/PDAl as 

described below. Accordingly, it appears that the peak at 370 "C i s due to 

the par tial mixing phase. Although the author do not have the data for pure 

PHPMDA/PDAl imidized at step 250 'C, f rom the following experimental results 

it is reasonable to assume that (J loss peak of PHPMDA/PDAl around 80 'C. 
Dynamic mechanical spectra of PHPMDA/PDA;ODAl copolymers <PDA=Q-80 molY.) 

imidized at step 250 'C show that (J loss peak always appear at around 80 'C 
regar dless of PDA content in the copolyimide. According to Kochi eta!., the 

posi lion of (J loss peak for PHPMDA/ODAl i s independent to cure condition 

unlike the T., depends on cure condi lion. :u Furthermore, the dynamic 

mechanical spectra of chemically imidized PI(PMDA/PDAl can be measured. The 

E'' curve for the PI shows a (J loss peak around 80 'C. 2
" On the basis ofT., 

criterion for miscibility of polymer blends, in the E'' curve of the blend 

where (J loss peak appears at intermediate position between 

PHBPDA/PDAH230 'C l and PI(PMDA/PDA)(80 'C ), the effect of mixing is 

observed. This becomes clear in comparison with the phase-separated 

PI(BPDA/PDAl/PI(PMDA/ODAl in Figure 3-6 (C) where each (J loss peak of 

PHBPDA/PDAl and PHPMDA/ODAl appears independently. 

On the other hand, as shown in Figure 3-6 (c) the E'' curve for cloudy 

PHBPDA/PDAJ/PHPMDA/ODAH5/5, Tcaet=50 'C l shows a a loss peak 

corresponding to PHBPDA/PDAl without peak due to partial mixing phase. The 

E' curve decreases rapidly above 310 'C as we II as in the case of homo 

PHBPDA/PDAJ. No effect of mixing is observed for PHBPDA/PDAl/PI(PMDA/ODAl 

when Tcaet is 50 'C. The conclusion obtained by DMA in which the degree of 

mixing for PHBPDA/PDAJ/PI(PMDA/PDAl is better than for 

PHBPDA/PDAl/PI(PMDA/ODAl coincides qualitatively with the fluorescence 

data. 

PHBPDA/PDAl/Pl(PMDA/PDA:ODAl blend 

Since PHBPDA/PDAl/PI(PMDA/PDAl and PHBPDA/PDAl/PI(PMDA/ODAl are 

transparent and cloudy, respectively, when random copolymer 

PHPMDA/PDA;ODAl (PDA=20-90 molY.) is used as a component of the blends it is 

expected that with increasing PDA content in the copolyimide the morphology 

in the blend of PHBPDA/PDAl with the copolyimide changes from 

heterogeneous to homogeneous and that the fluorescence in the blend 

reduces successively. The copolyimides imidized at step 250 'C were 

non-fluorescent. The observation of the blend morphology by a 
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phase-contrast microscope (Figure 3-7) shows really successive reduction in 

domain size with increasinr. PDA content in the copolyimide. In Figure 3-8, 

the fluorescence o! the blends reduces with slight spectral shift as the 

blend becomes homogeneous. The changes in the intensity and the peak 

position are plotted in Figure 3-9. It is interesting to note that the 

additive law curve (broken line) is nearly independent of PDA content, while 

the experimental data rapidly decreases with the increase in PDA content. 

Further experimental evidence is necessary to explain such spectral shift. 

But in any way, the reduction in intermolecular CT fluorescence can be 

strongly correlated to the increase in miscibility !or the PI/PI blend. 

Casting Temperature dependence of miscibility in Pl/Pl blends 

Dependence of miscibility in PI/PI blends on Tcao< at the stage of Pi\/\ was 

also examined. Jl is clearly shown that the miscibility depends stronr.ly on 

Tcaa<· As shown in Figure :J-10, the domain size rcduc:es as Tcao< incr·eascs 

and finally the blend films become transparent above 120 "C. On the other 

hand, the fluorescence reduces drastically as shown in Figure 3-11. The 

decrease in the intensity with the increase in Tcao< for 

PHBPDJ\/PDA)/PHPMDA/PDA) and PHBPDA/PDA)/PI(PMDJ\/ODi\) is plot ted in 

Figure 3-12. 

The dynamic mechanical spectra !or PHBPDA/PDAl/Pl(PMDA/ODAl (5/5, 

Tcaa<=130 "C) and PHBPDA/PDAl/Pl(PMDA/PDi\) (5/5, Tcan<=l20 "C) are shown in 

Figure 3-13 (a) and (b), respectively. Figure 3-13 (a) shows a broad fl loss 

peak at 150 ·c ranging between 80 "C ( fl relaxation of PHPMDA/ODJ\)) and 230 

"C ( fl relaxation of PHBPDA/PDA)), and single a loss peak at 330 ·c 
ranging between 310 "C ( a relaxation of PHBPDJ\/PDA)) and 360 "C ( a 
relaxation of PHPMDJ\/ODA)), showing that the blend is miscible. Similarly, 

Figure 3-13 (b) shows a very broad fl relaxation and disappearance of a 
loss peak due to PHBPDA/PDJ\l, showing that the degree of mixing in the 

blend becomes good compared with Figure 3-6(b). The disappearance of a 
loss peak due to PHBPDJ\/PDA) is considered to be due to some reinforced 

effect due to very rigid PHPMDJ\/PDA). Similar reinforced effect was 

observed in another system, PHBPDA/ODA)/PHPMDJ\/PDA). No a loss peak due 

to PHBPDJ\/ODA) is observed in the blend, contrary to the fact that homo 

PHBPDA/ODA) shows a clear a loss peak at 290 "C. 2
" Since PHPMDA/PDA) does 

not show clear T"" as described above, if phase separation occurs, only a 
loss peak due to PHBPDA/ODAl should be observed. This indicates that the 

blend is miscible so that segmental motions of PHBPDJ\/ODA) was suppressed 

by very rigid P!(PMDJ\/PDA). Accordingly, the author considers that in 

PHBPDJ\/PDA)/P](PMDA/PDA) the disappearance of a loss peak due to 
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PI<BPDA/PDA) is attributed to the increase in the degree of mixing. The 

connection of the viscoelastic spectra and the fluorescence data shows that 

the reduction in the CT fluoresecnce intensity reflects the increase in the 

miscibility of the PI/PI blends. 

The effect of Tcao< on dcnsi ty of PI/PI blends is shown in Figure 3-14. 

AI though the amount of the density chanr.e is small, the shapes of the curves 

are similar to those of intensity-Tcao< curves in Fiy,urc 3-12 except for the 

increase in density at 120 or 130 "C. The deerease in density with the 

increase in Tcao< is considered to be the decrease in the intermolecular CTC 

population due to interpenetration betwee n the component Pis.'"' Thus the 

intermolecular CT fluorescence reflects sensitively the miscibility of PI/PI 

blends. 

By the way, why the miscibility becomes improved with increasing Tcao<? 

The author proposes the following possibility. 

(l) The PAA/PAA blends possess UCST (upper critical solution t emperature) 

phase diagram. 

(2) Homogeneous state in the PAA/PAA solution is fixed due to rapid 

evaporation o! solvent. 

(3) The PAA forming !yo tropic liquid crystal melts at higher Tcao< and 

becomes isotropic. 

It is known that the blends in which both component polymers have 

sufficiently large Mw do not generally show an UCST phase diagram because 

the entropy change in mixing /:;. Sm•x is littlc.' 3 Sinee the sudden changes 

at certain temperature as shown in Figure 3-12 are eonsidcred to be 

transition phenomenon, the third factor may predominantly contribute to the 

behavior rather than the second. Recently, Whang et al. 2
" reported that an 

aromatic PM in N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMPJ forms lyotropic liquid crystal 

at room temperature and becomes isotropic more than 80 "C. Their data 

supports my consideration mentioned above. However if melting of LC at a 

higher temperature may bring about the increase in /:;. Sm•x when PAA/PAA 

solution was cast at higher temperature, the possibility of case (1) remains. 

Nature of intermolecular CT fluorescence 

As discussed in section 1.1, several wholly aromatic Pis emit 

intermolecular CT fluorescence when excited at 350 nm and longer wavelength 
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(45D-550 nm). The presence of two excitation bands is consistent with the 

experimental results of ! ida e t a!. in which pho tocurren l spectrum of 

PHPMDA/ODA> due to CT interaction possesses two bands at approximately 350 

and 460 nm. 27 

Wach sman and Frank28 argued that for PHPMDA/ODA> the increase in the 

fluorescence intensity with increasing cure temperature is due to two 

possibilities. The first is due to an increase in the population of coplanar 

slate between pyromellitimide and diphenyl ether groups by conformational 

changes <intramolecular en. The second is due to the formation of 

Iluorescent sandwich structure <intermolecular CT>. On the other hand, 

Erskine et al. 29 found that the long wavelength absorption edge in 

transmission spectra of Kapton film shifts toward long wavelength with 

pressure and the observed changes are striclly reversible. They concluded 

that the long wavelength absorption band is attributed to intermolecular 

CTC between pyromellitimide and diphenyl ether moieties. Their data 

strongly support my opinion in which the long wavelength absorption band is 

due to intermolecular CTC. From the results of this section, it is obvious 

that the CT fluorescence emi tled by short wavelength excitation (350 nm) is 

also due to intermolecular CT. If the CT fluorescence generates 

intramolecularly, the fluorescence in PI/PI blends ought to be independent 

of the blend morphology. Accordingly, it is concluded that both the short 

and long wavelength excitation bands originate from intermolecular CTC. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The fluorescence intensity as a function of blend ratio indicates that the 

miscibility of PHBPDA/PDA)/PHPMDA/PDA) is better than that of 

PHBPDA/PDA)/PHPMDA/ODA) because the fluorescence intensity of the former 

is smaller at the whole blend ratios than that of the Ia t ter. This is 

supported by the results of dynamic mechanical analysis. 

The domains in PHBPDA/PDAl/P[(PMDA/PDA;ODA) reduce successively with 

increasing PDA content in the copolyimide, and the CT fluorescence intensity 

of the blends decreases successively. 

It was clearly shown that as T., ... , increases the miscibility of 

PHBPDA/PDAl/PHPMDA/ODA) and PHBPDA/PDAl/P[(PMDA/PDA) increases, and the 

density and the fluorescence intensity drastically decrease. The dynamic 

mechanical spectra, blend morphologies and the change in density indicate 

that the reduction in the intermolecular CT fluorescence intensity 

correlates strongly to the increase in the degree of mixing in the binary 



blends composed of fluorescent PI and non-fluorescent Pl. This method is 

useful for the qualitative evaluation of the miscibility for PI/PI blends 

having very rigid polymer chains. 
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Table 3-1 llleight-average molecular weights Mw of PAAs and 

extinction coefficients and densities of PI films. 

Symbol Mw " D"noity(g/cm3J (]50 

PI (UPDA/PDJ\) 75000 2600 1.112]9 
PI(I'MDA/OIJA) 110000 1200 1.)007 
PI (PMDA/PDA) U9000 1600 1.5107 PI(PMDA/PDA:ODA) 

PDJ\:ODJ\•10:0 89000 1600 1.510'( 
9:1 '• JOOO 1600 1.1191111 8:2 '•5000 1500 l.%77 
7:J 40000 1)00 1.1111'(5 
5:5 JOOOO 1]00 1.111)9 J:7 G7000 1200 1. )990 2:8 59000 1200 1.)'))11 

0 :10 '•0000 1200 1.]005 

~he values or £ d"pend on 
th" cure temperature. 
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PI(Ptv!OA/OOA) PI(Ptv!OA/PDA=OOA) 

Figure 3-1 The chemical structures and symbols of Pis used. 
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Figure 3-2 The fluorescence spectra of PI<BPDA/PDA>/PI(PMDA/PDA) blends 

as a function of blend ratio. 
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Figure 3-7 The phase-con lrasl microscopic pho lographs of 

PICDPDA/PDA)/PI<PMDA/PDA:ODA)(5/5) wi lh various PDA con len l 

in the copolyimide. 
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Figure 3-8 The fluorescence spectra of PHBPDA/PDA)/PlCPMDA/PDA:ODA> 
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SUMMARY 

In r.eneral introduction, the history and the present condition of 

polyimide studies were surveyed. The remarkable development of electronic 

industries in Japan induced active studies on hii:h functional Pis such as 

phtorcsists. The importance of molecular atmrer.alion lo control physicql 

properties of Pis is demonsl rated. Pho lo 1 uminesccnce probe technique is 

powerful to detect molecular motions and microstructures in polymers. This 

technique can be applied lo lhe studies of microstructure in Pl. The 

availability of internal (intrinsic) probes for aromatic Pis was discussed. 

In chapter 1, the mechanisms of emission radiated from Pis and the 

relationship between the emission and molecular ar.r.rer.ation of PI were 

discussed. In section 1.1, lhc emissions of aromatic Pis were assir.ned as 

in termo !ceo tar CT fluorescence from the fi lness to CT theory and the effcc ls 

of annealinr, on emission spectra together with u.v.-vis absorption spectra 

and DSC thermo grams. The exci la lion spectrum for annealed Pl(BPDA/PDAl 

includes two bands, less than 350 nm (CT1l and at 4G5 nm (CT2l. Wi lh 

increasing orientation of PI<fiPDA/PDAl film, the fluorescence intensity for 

CT1 increases but that for CT2 decreases. This supports the presence of two 

kinds of CTCs with different s leric struc lures. 

The emission mechanisms for isolated and lhe ar.ercr,ated states of 

PHBPDA/PDAl chains are dealt with in section 1.2. The u.v.-vis. absorption 

and fluorescence spectra of lhe model compounds in solution shows :n:, :n: • 
transi lion due to benz imide at 310-330 nm and n, :n: • lransi lion due to imide 

carbonyl eroup at 340-380 nm. Biphenyldiimide units arc mainly excited by 350 

nm. The fluorescence of Biphenyldiimide units peakinr, at 380 nm in toluene 

(a l 430 nm in HFP) is quenched by phenyl p;roup on imide ni troe;cn, 

suggestinr. the existence of an effective deactivation process via 

intramolecular charge-transfer slate. The intermolecular CT structures in 

solid PI were also discussed usine a model compound. No attractive 

interaction between pyromellildiimidc units was sur,gesled in amorphous 

PHPMDA/MDCAl film by comparing electronic spectra of the model compound in 

so I u lion and in PMMA with those of lhe Pl. Main in terac lion in aromatic Pis is 

of CT nature. Energy transfer in PI<BPDA/PDAl solid was examined using 

steady-slate fluorescence dcpolarizaton technique. With the increase in 

cure temperature, the quantum yield of CT fluorescence incr·cases and 

fluorescence polarization decreases, indicating the increase in enerr.y 

migration efficiency between CTCs. 

In chapter 2, the reactions of PAA which controls physical properties of 

corresponding PI were treated. In section 2.1, Isothermal imidization of an 
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PAA<BPDA/PDA> in solution and solid state was monitored using 

in lermolecular CT fluorescence which is sensi live to molecular packing as 

discussed in chapter 1. When imidized at 110 "C in solution 00 wl~). the 

fluorescence of the as-cast films reduced rapidly and became very weak at 

about 30~ in conversion. In solid slate, as imidizalion proceeded, the 

fluorescence of the PAA reduced rapidly as well as in solution, and then the 

CT fluorescence of the PI increased. The relationship between the intensity 

and the degree of imidization clearly shows that the fluorescence intensity 

at a same conversion depends strongly on imidization temperature (T,). For 

example, when imidized at 150 "C the in tensity increases only slightly as the 

reaction proceeds, while at higher T, such as 230 or 270 "C the intensity 

increases rapidly. This indicates that the degree of molecular order in the 

PI formed on isothermal imidizalion depends strongly on T1• 

In section 2.2, amide exchange reaction of PAA(PMDA/ODA) in solution at 

0-60 "C was discussed. The molecular-weight changes for the PAA including 

1-aminopyrene APy) were monitored using viscometry and Iight-scallering(LS) 

measurements. The addition of APy into PAA solution and the increase in 

storage temperature accelerates Mw drop. Apparent activation enereies<E .. > 
for scission of PAA chains were about 13 kcal/mol both in PAA/DMAc and 

PAA/APy/DMAc. When stored at 60 ·c for a week, number of scission per 

polymer chain in PAA/DMAc is about 2, but is about 5 in PAA/DMAc with a large 

amount of APy. It was concluded from the dependence of Mw drop on APy 

concentration that the exchange reaction between different PAA molecules 

during storage of PAA/PAA solution may scarcely occur under the condition( 

storage lime and temperature) used for preparation of PAA/PAA blends. 

In chapter 3, the miscibility of PI/PI blends was examined with 

intermolecular CT fluorescence discussed in chapter 1 and section 2.1. Two 

blend systems, transparent PHBPDA/PDA)/P](PMDA/PDA) and cloudy 

PHBPDA/PDA>/PHPMDA/ODA) were mainly treated. For the former blend, the 

Iluorescence in lensi ty rapidly decreases wi lh the add ilion of 

non-fluorescent PHPMDA/PDA> in to fluorescen l PHBPDA/PDA), while for the 

latter blend the intensity increases first then decreases with the addition 

of non-fluorescent'· PHPMDA/ODA), showing that the CT fluorescence is 

strongly affected by the miscibility of the blends. In order to know the 

relation between the CT fluorescence changes and the miscibility, dynamic 

mechanical analysis <DMA) and phase-contrast microscopy were also carried 

ou l. For the binary blend of Pl<BPDA/PDA> with PHPMDA/PDA;ODA) random 

copolymer, the blend films become transparent and the fluorescence 

intensity decreases with increase in PDA content in the copolyimide. This is 

interpreted as the result in which the CTC formation in PHBPDA/PDA) 
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rich-phase was hindered by the non-fluorescent copolyimide. The dependence 

of the miscibility on casting temperature (Tcaatl at the stage of PAA was 

studied. ll is clearly shown that the miscibility is strongly affected by 

Teas<· As Tcaot increases from 40 to 120 or 130 ·c the domain size reduces 

and finally the blend films become transparent. The dynamic mechanical 

spectra for the blends cast at higher temperatures show that the blends arc 

miscible. On the other hand, the CT fluorescence intensity decreases 

drastically with increasing Teas<· These results led to the conclusion that 

the decrease in the fluorescence intensity reflects sensitively the increase 

in the degree of mixing for the PI/PI blends composed of fluorescent and 

non-fluorescent Pis. 

Main concern in this thesis is to observe the molecular aggregation of 

aromatic Pis which affects strongly some physical properties by using the 

intrinsic in termo lccular CT fluorescence. Another interest is the influence 

of CT interactions in Pis to physical properties (photoconductivity is 

affected strongly by CT interactions). The author believes that knowledge 

obtained from this study are will be used for the molecular design and 

structure control of aromatic Pis. 
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